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CHAPTER I
PRESS OPINION ON WORLD WAR II 1939-1941

-

In the annual message to the Seventy-sixth Congress, the

President of the United States warned of "storm signals from
across the seas. "1

During the previous year-'Germany had
.".",

annexed Austria, partitioned Czechoslovakia; strengthened the
Rome-Berlin Axis and had established its economic and military ,
predominance in Central Europe.
ed their conquests in China.

The Japanese invaders extend-

President Roosevelt l1ad these

precarious incidents in mind when'he chose Ifdefense" as the
theme for the annual message.

1'he N<ttion comrnenteq. that the
/

~'

opening message to Congress "rang opt like a bugle across the
!

world to rally the dispirited and retreating democra'cies to
a stand. u2

Some of the high lights which the message con-

veyed to the nation and to the world were as follows:
All about us rage undeclared. \'mrs-- •••
threats of new aggression--military and
economic. Storms from abroad directly
challenge three institutions indispensable to Americans •••• The first is
religion. It is the source of the other
two--democracy and international good
fal the ••• Vihere freedom of re l:tgion has
been a.ttacked, the attack has come from
sources, opposed to dernocracy. \vhere
democracy has been over-thrown, the
1
2

Congressional Hecord, 76th Congress, 1st sess., 74.
January 14, 1939, editorial: url1he President's

~ Itation,
ii~e syage • II

1

.

2

the spinit of free worship
has disappeared. And where
religion and democracy have
vanished, good faith and
reason in inter:r1ational
affairs have given way to
strident ambition and brute
force. 3",~
,,'

The press of the isolationists was loUJ1... in

it~

disapprov-

al of many nonintervention element<'The Omaha Wprld Herald
admitted the Nazi menace "to be real enoughfl and that it was
flhorrible and terrible. 1f4

It made a very pointed comment

when it stated that the Ameri~an people were ready to "defend
themselves against aggression and if necessary, stand ready
to go the full limit of the road.l!5

It was neither the con-

I

cern nor the ambition -OT America to take uP the flrole of

/

/

world policeman", nor to protect the "politics, morals and
religions of all the e~rth by .force o.f arms. 116
Pleas .for peace and peace negotiations were much discuss-'
ed topics.

In order to avert world wide

conflagr~tion,

a few

months previous to the opening of Congress, the Fresident
sent a message advocating peace to Germany upon her threats to
invade Czechoslovakia, Great Britain and France fqr the

3
4

sa~e

Congress~onal Record, 76th Congress, 1st 'sess., 74.

5

Chicago Daily, Tribune, Ja.nuary 6, 1939, quoting edltorial
from \JOrld He"rald ( Omaha, Neb.).
Ibid.

6

Ibld.

3

purpose.

The Reno, Nevada Evening- Gazette may have had the

peace negotiation talk in
to the publ:i.c:

~ind

when it released this comment

"Mr. Roosevelt beats the drums of war.

-

While

Europe 'is -trying to obtain peace by some territorial arrangements, he pours oil on its smouldering fi-r6's."7

-..;.,

A similar attitude was taken by a mid-westerm newspaper,
the Cleveland News, which declared, "The .i?resident ••• telling
us that we are off in a race to 'preserve democrapy ••• reminds
us further of the days when President Wilson was stoking theAmerican war .~nti~ent •••• n'S

A length11 spectaculaiedltorial
entitled "Mr. Roosevelt
I
~

Goes to War" appeared in the Chi9'tlgo Daily Tribune.
usual fighting

s~iri t,.

In the

it made an attack on its 0pponent, the

Roosevelt administration, and logically argued that "there ar
irreconcilable systems of governments in the

w~rld

today and

the probabilities are that the worst of them wil+ blow up in
an explosion of internal forces." 9

The ~ditor r~garded it as

most unusual that the Chief Executive-should trdesignate
certain powerful nations as enemies although none of them had
yet offered the United States an offense." lO

7

8
9

10

He further corn-

quoting from editorial from Evening Gazette (Reno, \'
Nev. ) •
Ibiq. , quoting from the Cleveland News.
Ibid. , editorial: "Mr. Hoosevelt Goes to War", January 6,

~.,

~.

lEl:.£.

4

mented that -the rulers of the aggressive nations would only
attack the Uni:bed States if giu-en a "reason' and an opportunity."ll

The Chicago Daily Tribune saw no participation of
.-'

war in the near future since all the nations had their "hands
full wit'h more i11l!l1ediate matters ft and none--of them had "in..""
.
dicated a desire to be other than really on friendly terms
with us.,,12
The New York Times indicated that the President's message at the Seventy-sixth Congress was a I'rinsing defense of
the democratic system against those rival systems which challenge it.!l13

Always a powerful supporter of the AdministraI

/

,

'

tion's foreign policy, -""it too saw ,;the need of strengthening
/

against dangers our defense which are "implicit iq the ,swift
rise of the totalitarian dogmas.!t 14 'Not merely wquld it encourage the strengthening of our physical defense, but also
whol~

the spiritual defense "which is found in the

hearted

conviction of the American people that because democracy is
the best guarantee of personal preservation of the existing
15
order. "
During the fateful month of August, 1939, events in

,

11
12
13
14

15

Ibid.
'T5I(!.

Hew York Times, January 5, 1939, editorial:

?resident f s iliessage. rr
Ibid.
Ibid.

HThe

6

In substance the Neutrality Law had stated that when the
"Chief Executive should proclaim 'the existence of war, it
would be unlawful to sell or transport 'munitions to the
Belligerents.

If the

P~sidentfound

it advisable ••• he could

prohibit travel on ships of the warring nations·." 17

In 1936

Congress amended the original measuPe by "prohibiting loans
to belligerents."18

The following year Congress passed a

j01nt resolution "forbidding the export of munitiQns for the,
use of either of the opposing forces in Spain. tr19
ing the year the so-called Itcashand carry"
ed.

Later-dur-

provi~ion

VIas add-

Everything seemed I:}..t" for "permanent neutrality."
/

uPeople were never-"So stupid rt sharply criticized the
,

I

.

Saturday Evenin8 Post, lias to imagine they could make themselves neutral by passi-ng a law. it20

In the minds of many,

the neutrality legislation brought about confusion.

The

Saturday Evening Post tried to explain matters by publishing
an editorial explaining how all the confusion about neutrality legis1at-1on had

-

Saturday Evening

17

deve~oped.

~,tt

"Neutralitytt, insisted the

was not the sUbject. tI

In the dimness

Thomas A. Bailey, A Diplomatic Histo~~ o~ the American
People, 3rdedition, P.S. Crofts and 0-:-; New York, 1946,
, ?4l.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 satUrday Evening Post, October 14, 1939, editorial:
".!::)hantasy of a Bloodless Sword ff •

7

of confusi?n, and almost unknown to the people, a perilous
change in this nation.' s foreign policy had taken place.
Congress had imperfectly enacted 'the Neutrality
If

raw

to

chain down a three-headed monster, It namely, the m'imi t'ion

makers, international bankers, and profiteers, since these
.....---"

were supposedly the war bringers .......... Vfuen the se would be controlled, the peace of the world would be promoted .and we
Vlould be less likely drawn into another European conflict.
The Neutra.lity Law: had annulled the rights United
citizens formerly enjoyed. under international law.

Sta~es

There

was restriction on the exporting of raw materials and food
stuffs to nations of yare

Goods (lQuldnot be carried to a .

belligerent in American ships; t1tle tG the cargo had to be
transferred to foreign buyers; American bankers were forbidden to buy or 'sell bonds.

With no change of idea, the law

was strengthened by an amendment in 1936.and 1937.

It wa.s

inflexible and worked sometimes contrary to our wishes and
always to the advantage of the great maritime nations controlling the seas, namely, Great Britain, li'rance, and Japan;
it.was a drastic limitation upon the'rights of neutra.lsin
time of war.
The edt tor1al continued to point out that the Ad!:tinistration did not

be~in

to attack the law until after its

forelgn policy had suddenly changed.

In the PresIdent's 1936

ItChautauqua speech lt he had said, "I hate warn, and, "If war

8

should break. out on another continent, let us not blink the
fact that we should find in this country, thousands of
Americans who, seeking immediate riches ••• would attempt to
break down or to evade O1lr neutrality •••• 1t

Then in October

1937 in his "quarantine speech" in Chicago, he said there was

no escape for us through mere tfisol~:tion ancrrieutrality," 8..."1.d
....,...".

proposed that the peace-loving nations of the world combine
and make a c.oncerted effort to quarantine and stop aggressors
From then on the Saturday Evening Post implied that the
Administration had never been neutral in thought, word, or
deed.

It had evolved a dangerous foreign policy of its own

c.12.ring two years of un-neutrality.
~"

fhe concluding words of

the editorial contained a ·paragrapl:y of regret that we did."1' t
have at·this time Ita governr.lentsteadfast in the American
tradition of jealous neutrality and willing, if necessary, to
fight for that, instead of one hotly demanding the sword of ,
this nation's economic .power to wield in Europe's war. t12l
The embargo issue had become a Itsymbol of peace· or war,"
since the outcome of this momentous issue was believed by
!:'lany, to determine the case whether the United States would
enter or keep out of the European conflict. 22
21

22

Ibid.
America, October 14,

1939~

9

At once heated and fiery debates began in the Congress
and the press on this muddled issue.
asserted the

~ ~

"The American attitude"

Times at this early date, nis not so

definite nor is the cOOntry's means for expression through
government so absolute, as to make its pssition crystal clear
especially when the immediate c6~equences of that position
are no clearer than they are today.u23

The editor stated

merely what he considered as a candid report and not as a
statement of opinion tha.t ftthis government, so :far as -'it is
represented by officials in the Executive branch, hopes and
prays for a British and French Victory in the present Euro/

pean war from the stShdpoint
national defense. u24

bot~

/

of moral and 'of- our ovm-

/

However, when the final vote on the embargo resolution
whether passed or defeated WOUld, -according to the New York
.

~--...--

Times "be a definite indication as to the vie\vs and desires
-of the people to the -present European oonfllct."25
The Milwaukee Journal ran an editorial in which it was
implied that the Senate was not-"facing the real issue."26

23
24
25
26

NeVl York Times, October 15" 1939, editorial: nAn Indefin.-

Ire Affi"tude. 1i

Ibid.
Ibid.
I.1ilwaukee Journal" October 8" 1939, editorial:
Senate racinG the Real Issu.e?fI

"Is the

11
Repeal the arms embargo is more
likely to keep the ~nited States
out of war because:
1. The ~horter the war, the
less likely is the United States
to become involved. But the war
will be-prolonged if the Allies
cannot get arms from the Unites
States ••••
Rebuttal: If the A'lli~'realize
that they can t t get,...-arms. "_. they
may make peace more quickly ••••
2. Continuing the arms embargo
might make the Allies lose the war~
deprive the United States of the
nations which are now its buffe~
states....
'
Rebuttal: The Atlantic is a
broad ocean, and the next war is
not here yet ••••
Retention of the a~s embargo is
more likely to keep/the United
States out of war because:.
1. Repeal of t'he arms embargo
would make the Germans very angry
and possibly lead them to take
reprisals against the United
States ••••
Rebuttnl: The Nazis have been
and always will be angry with the
United states ••••
2. If the United States sells
arms, economy will depend on war
trade--business will depend on it
for profits, labOr for jobs, possibly
even lenders for the security of
their loans--and eventuallY,the
United States will go to war to
save its customers.
Rebuttal: Embargo or no embargo
the United States is aOing to have
a huge war trade •••• 3

30

~,

October

2~

1939, nCongress quotes and Arguments."

12
By publishing this outline during the time or the drive to
I

keep America out, or

war~ ~

assisted its readers to tmder-

stand both sides of the argument and then to

-

deci~e

on the

vital question whether embargoes should be applied equally
to all belligerents.
~

The Chicago Daily Tribune had rorecast a lona;, "Congressional right" on this very debatable issue.

By

c",rtoons~

nevIS colunms" and editorials it vigorously opposeq. the re..
peal. The day preceding the rinal vote in the ,Senate, the
,

Chicago Daily Tribune had another challenging' editorial in
its columns.

It was a reminiscence/or the "Roosevelt" inI

.-'

consistenCies, and it concluded wi;t;h the conviction that
!

"once the embargo is lifted a serious obstacle to America1s
entrance into 'the war has been removed." 3l
America 'maintained a more derinite attitude in its
colunms.

It took the stand that repealing the Arms Embargo

was the first step toward war since "in this country war is
generally thought of as rinancial aid given, by the United
States to some nation at war or as active participation in
hostilities initiated abroad.,,32

"

The momentous controversy over the Roosevelt adninis-

31
32

Chicago Daily Tribtme, October 29, 1939, editorial:
lI.t{oosevelt Against Roosevelt. 1I
A.>nerica" October 2, 1939, editorial: "We Conscientiously
Object.

13
tration's neutrality act ended in the Senate when

sixty-thre~

Senators voted for its repeal, and thirty for retention.

It

was then transferred to the House of Representatives where it
was also speedily passed by a vote of two hundred forty-three
for repeal to one hundred seventy-two for retention.
day the President attached his

si~ture

next

to the Neutrality

Resolution, thus repealing the arms embargo and 41ubstituting
cash -' and -"carry regulations.

The following day the

Chicago Daily Tribune had the satisfaction of

publishin~

a

poll taken by the delegations to Washington from themidwent.
For the retention of the Embargo, the midwest voted three as
I

to one against it.

Tlle Chicago Daily Tribune ad<Jed, "?his,
/

.

showS an overwhelming conviction/that the Arms Bl!1bargo should
be retained in the Neutrality Law.,,33
"Isolationists unlimbered their guns for a fight on the
Senate floor,1t alleged an editorial in the August 5th issue
of Newsweek, as the Senate opened debate on the "Selective
Training and Service Act of 1940.,,34

It was a fight over

certain provisions of the draft act which the minority of the
Senate never could subscribe.

The Senate body approved the

provisions for "Registration and its exemptions, vollmteer

33
34

Chicago Daily Tribune, October ,28, 1939.
Hewsweek, August 5, 1940, editorial: "Draft Bill's
Complications 1-'ose Need for Sober Study."

14
induction, transfer of trainees to

,

reserve-~components,

war-

\

time conscription and many ot?er of its imPbrtant features~~

-

However, the bone of contention was mainly over peacetime
conscript±on and the low basic pay 'standards.
Day by day the press comment paralleled:-Senate debate.
'/

The Commonweal backed the Senate minority by vigorqusly
opposing peacetime conscription and loudly proclaiming that
the passage of the Burke-Wadsworth bill was obviously a rrl ong
leap to.ward entry into the war. 1I36 ,The, sameperioq.ical adopt "
ed the view that the draft was a tfCollectivized inst1tution,.

for-war'and an "arrangement to meet ~orce with force, to
I

throw weight around the balance ·of ,ower.II~7

Further, it

argued that America could mobilize an enormous force, which
would make other national forces reluctant to oppose our will
and to chance an actual contest.

But if the United States

kept itself ready it would "sooner or later run into an
opponent,tf and the more wholeheartedly it ~ilitarizetl: tIle
country, the less shy it would be about "getting, in the
way.n38

35
36
37
38

Senate Report~, 76th Congress, 3rd ~~sa., January 3, 1940,
Volume 4 , United States Government Printing Office, \,iashington, D.C.
Commonweal, August 23, 1940, editorial: ItAgainst Peace
'I1ime Conscription. It
Ibid.

Ibid.

].5

It was considered as "foolishness lt by Freda Kirchwey in
an editorial in ~ Nation, Uto call the Selective and Servic
Act a measure for peace:eime conscription." 39

In her opinion

the United States was not-waging "i'l111i tary warll but was only
"nominally at peace. 1f

The editorial further stated that:

Openly and officiall~e have
identified ourselves with the
nations fighting against Hitler.
We are rapidly perfecting joint
defense plans with. Canada and
agreements for the establishment of air and naval bases on
Canadian territory in this hemisphere •••• 40 It .1·s a vvar measure enacted on the assumption
that actual participation in
the struggle cannot u+timately
be avoided. The virtue of the
present measure is t)'lat it offers
some chance that our soldiers
may be' stlf-ficient in ntunbersand
trained in the complicated techniques of modern warf~re when the
day of battle d~wns.4~ .
The .quick passage of the Conscription bill was considered by President Roosevelt essential to the defense plans.

39
40

41

The Nation, September 7, 1940, editorial: "T4e Draft Bill
On September 2, 1940 the United States government had
acquired the right to lease naval and air bases in Newfoundland, and in the islands of Bermuda" the BaharJas,
Jamaica, Santa LUCia, Trinidad, and in British Guiana.
The right to bases in Newfoundland and Bermuda were t;ifts
from Great Britain in exchange for 50 United States overac;e destroyers.
The Hation, September 7, 1940, "?he Draft Bill~ft

17

versal selective draft is the only really democratic way .to
build up a big defense establishment."44
A similar opinion was confirmed by the

~

Republic

which considered the need for conscription unavoidable.

The

editorial contended that we were directly threatened by an
.~'.

attack from Hitler.

IIIf EnglartlfaRs" urged the tNew
Republic,
--'--~~.

flit seems to us absolutely clear that sooner or If.ter and
probably sooner~ we shall be attacked by Hitler.,,~5
not expect the attack to be exclusively military.

It did
Hitl~

,

would seek to throttle foreign markets which woulp. weaken
this country and strengthen Germany.

For theseap.d similar

I

reasons these editors -too with tlheivyhearts endorsed the .
principle of compulsory service", though they rejected many
aspects of the Burke-Wadsworth Bill~46
Sufficient oPPosition to the Selective Training and
.Service Act of 1940 did not crystallize in order to stop it·s
passage either in the Senate or the House of Representatives.
Surne members in the House hailed the enactment and completion
of this legislature as a "distant triumph for Amerlca.,,47
The measure generally referred to by the newspapers as

44

af~on-

Ibid.
ITe"VlRepublic, Saptember 2, 1940 , editorial: "Do \ie Need
:Conscrlption?tI
46 Ibid.
47 HOUSe of Representatives Reports,76th Congress, 3rd Sess.
Volurnen, Government Printing dffice, \1ashin[jton, D.C.
45

18
scription U

b~ll

as a ttmisnomer."

was considered' by the House of Repreaentative
It defined the bill as "merely a selective-

service, peacetime method of training the necessary men f,or
the maintenance of not

o~ly

an army of well trained men, but

sufficient trained reserves to assure the coUntry's safety
in case of any future contingency
that of post war.,,48

~'

--

any emergency, including

The bill was finally approv~d by both

houses September 16, 1940.

However, the minority in the

House of Representatives never subscribed to all its previsions.

It considered the bill a dangerous departure from

American ideals and

tra~ition,

which would lead ultimately

to the destruction of the American torm of govern~entin a '
totalitarian military economy.
The United States News in the September 6, 1940 issue,
published in its columns several conscri'ption views of the'
pre,ss.

Its own view was that the military training 'bill just

passed by the Senate "wins the approval of more than ninetenths of editorial'connnentators."49

The remaining small

percentage of editorial commentators contended that necessity
for a draft .of man power had not been demonstrated.

------

----

The Missouri Kansas City Star admitted\that it "is frank

48
49

~

.

Ibid.
unrE'ed States News, September 6, 1940, "Conscription:
Views of the1)ress. If

19

.

ly puzzled over the proper course taken," and added, "doubt
still exists as to the natu,re of the emergency.u50
basis for this argument it pointed out that

ther~

As a
had been

only statements, sometimes conflicting, from army and naval
officials and members of the Defense

Comm~'sion •

...,..,,-'

The Cleveland, Ohio Plain Dealer offered th~ opfriion

Il

that Itnot all of the hostility comesfro~ the interior of the
cO'lmtry, rr and added:

nIt's the sarne poison whicq persuaded

Americans that the Atlantic is a stone wall ten miles high".
51
•••
liThe opposition to the bill"
Herald Tribune, "is either

~eing

~ccord.ing

to the New York

frightened by myths of its

own manufacture or else.it is playing a peculiarly disgraceful kind of narrow polit1cswith the safety and vital interests of the United States. tt52
"The sole reason for limitations on the draft whicn has
been offered," declared the Charlotte News, "is the attempt
of par,tisane and isolationists to convince the A.tnerican
people that great precautions are necessary to keep
Roosevelt from hurrying into an unnecessary war.

50

III'.

These men

Ibid., quoting editorial f'rom the Kansas Cit:D~,
OUssouri) •
51 . .!E!9:.., quoting from Plain Dealer, (Cleveland,,, Ohio).
52 Ibid., quoting from edi toriel from the Herald !J.'riblU1e,
(New York City).

20

play with the destiny of the nation to

gratif~

their dislike

and self-interest. 1t53
The Lowell, (Mass.) Courier-Citizen indicated that the
draft should be left to the Usweet will of the individual"
but it should be a thing required by all without exeeption. 54
The Courier-9itizen further implie~lit is incumbent on a
decent American citizen to be a soldi.er if need beJ, as well
as a voter or a man of business. u55
-""""

\"

Three months after the entrance of England and France in
the European conflict, the.New York Times observed that the
American attitude toward the war was crystallizing.
I

I

_

I

As the

conflict narrowed and broadeneq. into a test Of political
/'

pressure and economic staying power, there grew up in
,

ington a fresh concep.tion of the rises of neutrality.

~';ash-

It was

viewed more as a positive policy, capable of operating as a
decisive influence on the shape of' the war.
tion, the press

add~d,

The Administra-

'was still!bent'onremaining neutral

and there seemed to be more conviction in Washington that "we
will stay out of' this round. 1f 56
After a year had elapsed and the blitzkrieg had been
operating in full force in Europe, France, nation number nine,
had collapsed under its assault.

55

56

The New Yor!, Times aGain

Ibid.
New York Times, November 18, 1939.

21

made an effort to get a cross-section vie.w of the American
attitude tow.ard the war.

..

Six editors of representative

cities in the nation were asked to describe the nature of
any recent shifts in opinion-concerning Americats role and
the war.

Vfuat follows were the reports that were then

p~b-

--'.

lished.
In New England there had been ho important Shift of
qpinion on any of the questions relating to' the war.

People

%
ii,
<

,vere reported to be talking ,less about the war than they haa
been doing, after France collapsed.

They however, endorsed

American preparedness as a duty which must not be shirked.
Richmond, Virginia
city of the South.

,

"a.&

I

chosen as the· representative

The editor repori~d that Virginia

and near-by states were

overwh~lmingly

pro-British and so

strongly behind measures to aid the British,

ttsho~t

ofwar,tr

that any such steps by the Administration would undoubtedly
be popular there. 57 Virginia's delegation in both. branches
in Congress was reported to fa.vor the Burke-Wadsworth Bill.
Despite h'nglandts struggle for the survival against
Germany and despite the da.nger which might cOnfront the
UnltedStates, if England fell, the Midwest,remained as

57

This section of the country is predominantly Anglo-Saxon
in its racial and cultural origins which would be one
reason for its favorable attitude toward England.'

.

,

22

~i
i

strong as ever against armed intervention in' this country
in the European con£lict.
o£ opinion in

Evidence collected by a survey

Michigan, Wisconsin, Indiana and Illinois,

supported this same eoncluslon.
c~Jstallization

o£ opinion.

In Ohio there was no

In Michigan sympathy was report-

ed definitely pro-British, but against..:A.ntervention.

The one

unchallenged stand o£ the majority in Wisconsin was the
oPposition to American intervention in any foreign war. It
was against the drart. 58 Indiana held the opinion th~t the/
country eventually would be in the war and felt that selective service was the best method of raising an anny.
The farm belt
p~ssage

/

sebtion::..~f

( "'

.

the Hlddle West £avored the
.!

of the Selective Service Bil]!.

It had represented

by the Gallup Poll survey as favoring the measure by percentages ranging from 56 in Kansas, to 71 in North Dakota.
There was reported less talk about keeping out of the \var
and more about being ready. for involvement, if it would come.
The report £rom Dallas, Texas representing the Southwest,
showed a growing realization that the United States tlmust
assume responsibilities and burdens undreamed of ••• in order
to protect its own shores .and safe-guard :lts democracy." 59.
58
59

Wisconsin is as predominantly German as Virginia is
British. This may partially account 'for the determined
stand it took against American intervention.
New York 'rimes, September 1, 1940.

--

.

i.
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The Administration's defense program wag reported here to
have stronger support ·than ever before.

Newspaper editorials

had frequently expressed impatience with the delay in pushing
along the compulsory service program.
was reported to have had a decided

Finally, the West Coas

sh~

toward greater help

for Great Britain, "short of war."
Edward A. Fitzpatrick in his scholarly book entitled,
Conscrription

,

,

~

America, said that conscription was more,_

l

democratic and eff'iolLent than volunteering.

'To him the

simple fact was that:
Conscription as selecti~e service
is a' more aemocratic p~ocess than
voluntary enlistment. / It is too a
more effective one not only from
the standpoint of the paramount
military necessity of the nation,
but also from the standpoint of the
civilian interest both during the
war and after the war.60
'

!,

During the 1940 political crunpaign, the Democratic plank
promised material aid to liberty-loving peoples wantonly
attacked.

Other planks of the platform

hadco~nitted

the

President' and Congress to the policy of keeping 'this country
out of war.

\Vhen the elections were over, Roosevelt burned

his attentions to rendering large-scale aid to bomb-battered

60

Edward A. Fitzpatrick, Conscript..!.2!l and America, Richard
:Publishing Company, Milwaukee, Vdsconsin, 86.

.;
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Britain.

In December 1940 he outlined the l'end ... le'ase scheme'

which was entitled:

"An Act Further to Promote the Derense

or· the United States. It
January

6~

1941.

-

It was introduced into Congresfj in

\Vhen it was originally introduced, it con-

rerred almost unlimited powers on the
ized him to do the rollowing,
1.

2.

3.

am~

Pre~dent.

It author-

thing~:

other

to designate as a benerlciary
or its provisions any country
in the world, whose dorense ~he
President deems vital to the'
dere'nse or the United States;
to manufacture or otherwise
procure any weapon, munition,
aircraft, boat or other article
or derense;
to sell, transf/er, exchange,
l~ase, lend, or otherwise dispose of any ~~ch implements,
articles or derense, and
machinery or tools ror the
manufacture or the same to
any government so designated
by the Presldent •••• 6l

The press had many opinions concerning this most controversial and complex issue.

It was debated as strenuously and

as bitterly as no issue on our foreign policy had ever before
been debated.

itA tug of war" keenly observed the

~,

"is

going on in and out of Congress between those who favor a
"

neutrality more or less strictly interpreted, and those who

61

Charles A. Beard, President Roosevelt nnd the Co~ing of
the ~ 12!1, New' Haven Yale UniveI'sityPresfs, U}<18, ?r.3.
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favor help short of war for the democracies. "62· Its opponent.s
however, were agreed on one thing about the Lend-Lease Bill
,

namely, ItThis is a war bill Which grants to the President almost dictatorial power over the human and material resources
....-

of the United States and will, if enacted leatl inevitably to
the participation in war on a large scale."~
....,..,.
Life in a picturesque and meaningful words made the comment that lithe Administration's big gu.nsboomed out in defense
of the bill" and then added, Itall fired the same a~unition.
If Brita:in lost ••• the United States would be vulnerable to
attack the Axis.

Unless the President were Biven powers to

act swiftly and emphatically, aid mi,ght come too late to help
--",

/

Britain. ,,64

/
'According to the United States

~,

"the Lend-Lease plan

.is the President's antidote for isolation lt and then implied:
-.

It is intended:
As a means for providing
Britain with all possible war
materials.
As a means for assuring that
war can continue if Germnnyconquers England.
'
As a means of keeping Hitler
bottled up in Europe and Japan out
of the South' Seas.

,
62

~,

63

"i3'e'iird, 39.

64

February 7, 1941, "Neutre.lityand Peace. 1t

Life, January 27, 1941, "The Administration's Big Guns Go
Into Action for 'H.R. 1776'''.
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As machinery for merging BritishAmerican world interests in event
of need. 65
Two weeks after the Lend-Lease Bill, H.R. ,1776 was 'introducedin the United States Congress, the Narod (Nation)
likewise offered the opinion that effectiye aid to Britain
was improtant in'the American scheme ofdef~8e.66

In these

striking words it stated:
,/

.

Vtomto ohledu Anglicane prece
maji pravdu.~koda, ze zde ve
Spojemch Stitech marne to1ik lid1,
kteri pracuji proti Anglii. Jsou'
. " ,slepi? To js0'S'ti pravi ryfdho!'!ci
Hitlerovi a zradci teto zeme: 67
Vigorous opposition to the measure appeared daily in the
Chicago Dail:y: Tribune. :In a pointed bolunm it went to the
I

extreme of designating New York City as the war blOc which
was making a Uballyhoo campaign to attract Uncle Sam

65
66

67

into the

United States News, January 3, 1941, "Ne\'V'sgram".
The Narod, pubITS'hed'in the Czech language for over a
half century, is the only daily Catholic newspaper in
the United States. During the war it had a circulation
of approximately 10,000.
.
Narod, January 26, 1941, editorial: "Maji Pravdu u (They
Are Right II ) •
Translation: The English are in the right. It is a pity
that we have in our United States so many people who are
working against England. Are they blind? They are the
real co-workers of Hitler and the traitors of this country.
/
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parlor of the British commonwealth of nations ,It

And turther,

added, "Many-of its sponsors are, also pushing for American
participation in the European conflict. u68
Another opinion offered by the Herald American (Chicago)
\Vas that the measure wasgoing inuneasurably beyond the requirements of extensive assistance to Great__I?ritain.

It in-

dicated the bill committed the United states to "deliberate
acta and policies which under recognized international law.
are reserved acts of war."69
"The president's Lend-tease bill ••• amounts to an unprecedented delegation of the war making power" argued the '\10rld
Herald (Omaha).70

The editor took the stand that if the bill

were once enacted,

the~president

,

.

/

in his wisdom and discretion
/

~

could "precipitate this country in full-f'ledged war over
night. fI

And added, "steps toward war are coming disconsert-

ingly f'ast, and they are amazingly long steps."7l
In a lengthy editorial when the bill was 'almost ready
f'or the f'inal votes in-the House of' Representatives, the

68
69
70
71

Chicago Diil! Tribune, February 2, 1941 u\iar Bloc Tries
to Put Un te, States in British Empire. n
Herald American (Chicago) Harch 4,. 1941, editorial:
"Speak Now tor Peace and Freedom. I
"
World Herald (Omaha, Nebraska), January 1, 1941, editor'
ial: u1I'he Road to Peace u •
~.
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Uilwauk~e

Journal end.orsed.'the provision giving aid.,to

England in these words:
We have sense enough to know '
that we shall-be better off
in a war in which England survives and fights, than by tackling it ail alone, with Britain
gone, most of its navy sunk, endless outposts impossible tO$efend. 72
.
./

On March 11, 1941 opposition to the bill ip Congress
gave way and the final vote was taken.

In the Senate the

vote was sixty to thirty-one in favor of the bill and in the
,?"

House of Representatives it was accepted by a vote of three
hundred to seventy-one.

Thereupon, the New York Times ap-

plauded its passage in these metaphqrical words:
The shot that the embattled
farmers fired at Concord was
heard round the world •••
literally when the President
demanded the enormous sum of
$7,OOO;00q~OOOfor the aid

- p~ogram.

In a previous editorial the
"Britain

72

73

~s

~

York Times

implied~

absolutely essential to our security" and added,

Milwaukee Joumal, February 20, 1941, editorinl:
If Opposition to Lease-tend FailS".
.
It was thought by many that if Britain w~nt down, the
Axis powers would control the continents of Europe, Asia,
Africa, Australia, ~d the high seas. They would then be
in a pOSition to bring enormous military and naval resources aeainst this hemisphere..
.
New York Times, March 17" 1941 editorial: ttAmericats
lJeCisionlt •
.

!

t

"there is·1ess risk in the temporary surrender of some of our

f

I

I
f

traditional democracies at home than in the utter. destruction
of democra.cy at the eastern gates of the Atlantic Ocean tt74

f
i

After the bill had been entered in the statute books, America
still took the stand that-the Lend-Lease Bill "clothed the
Executive with powera hitherto unused by this government. tt75
It further indicated that it put

t~war-making

branch of the

government in the 'background and added "this law made possibl
the beginning of a war against Hitler and his satellites.,,76
rl'he editor of the Catholic World did not take the v-ievl
of the

~

York Times.

"To me ll , the editor said , "it seemed

not a Lend-Lease Bill, but a grant of Dictatorship Bill."77
/

I

The editor implied that· we had been lending and leasing and

/

giving a.ll that we could spare and in so doinS

ma~e

ourselves

vulnerable, and weakened our o,Wn defense in order to protect
England and the Empire.

This had been done with the help of

what seemed a tlconcaterttion of falsehoods."78

And further,

"whatever good l;Tlight come from the bill", the editor openly
stated, Ita. curse rests upon it because it was put over with
a lie.,,79
74

New York Times, February 3, 1941, editorial:. "The LeaseLerid""1ffr1. if
75· America, I:1arch 22, 1941.
76 Ibid.
77 Catholic World· April 4, 1941, editorial conu:lent: "Defens~
a rl'rickY Word."
78 Ibid.
79 Ibid.
•

-
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The Lend-Lease was a new development in the foreign
policy of the' United States.

The sharing of resources, on a

world basis, was achieved

the first time in World V/ar II.

fo~

-

Goods and services valued at more than 42 billion dollars
were made available to forty-four countries.

Of this total

according to figures issued by the Foreign Ee'onomic AdminisI

'

tration, more than nine billion dolr;;:rs worth of goods were
received by the Union of Soviet Socialist Republic. 80

Only

Great Britain had ,received more aid from the United States
than the U.S.S.R.
About the time that France was near prostration, The
Richmond (Virginia) News Leader released the following opinion on America's duty,

---namely,
'

I

tha~

/

"we cannot sit peacefuliy

by and disregard the wreck of half of the world. u81

There

was danger from an economic standpoint, that in the event of
a German viotory, Germany would dominate all Europe and would
dispute with us every market of the world.

Then sooner or

later Germany woul,d challenge us by force of arL1S.
80

81

In con-

Exports to Russia went'like this:
Gross long tons
,Value.
Year
194,000
545,000.
1941
~~
2,468,000
1942
1,351,788,000
,4,794,000
2,965,928,000
1943
6,218,000
1944
3,429,345,000
2,977,000
1945. (Jan.-June) 1,371,598,000
The Richmond News Leader, June 17, 1940,editorial:
H\vhnt America Th1nkslf.
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sideration of these dangers, The Richmond

~

Leader stated

that Itthe largest duty we can render the world is to play
1'or time in which to make our armament e1'fective. tt82
Two months previous to the bombing of Pearl Harbor by

-

the Japanese, Social Justice published in its columns the
opinion it had always maintained.

It was as-"'.follows:
..,,/.

The United States 01' America
is an independent nation, and
fully capable of remaining so
regardless of what happens
abroad, providing we keep our. selves adequately prepared with
a strong army, navy and airforce--together with a strong
national economy, The United
States has no obligation to
attempt the impossibl~ task
of' polic.i-ng the world •••• We
cannot finance fore~gn wars
and expect to stay ~ut of
them. And we cannot enter them,
in this day and age, with any'
hope of salvaging the freedom
and comparative prosperity we
now enjoy. 83
A few excerpts taken from editorials in theWo.tseka,
Illinois Daily Times over the period from 1939 to the bombing of Pearl Harbor, reflect the non .. intervention opinion
of a daily newspaper in a small community.

The editorials

were considered important enough to be broadcast
1'rom time
,
82
83

Ibid.
"SOCTal Justice, October 6, 1941, "Comment".
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to ti''1e to the students of the University of Illinois.

These

editorials were definitely in line with local sentiment, more
so, perhaps'" than many anothe.r large newspapen of a large com
munity •.

In April 1939 the editor had suspected Roosevelt's
"1

.: ' .

" , '

~--.".

"routine" sending'of the fleet to the Pacific as aftsecret
understanding between Britain and the United--States. n84
",..",

.

f·

•

Upon the entrance of Great Britain and France in the
E~ropean

conflict these questions with its prophetic answer

appeared.
vVho ~ill be the winner of
this war? Great Britain
and France? Gernany? Nol'
Russia, and she'll have a
beaten dovm Europe Ito sow
her s~ds of 6ommuriism. 85
/

A month later vehement opposition to America's entry into the war was expressed' in the candid statement.

"\~e

can

lose our own democracy and the world can lose a splendid
foundation upon which to build its civilization, if we let
ourselves be hauled into this war by either of the conflicting fOrces .,,86 .

84

85
86

Daily Time.s., (Watseka, Illinois)" April 10, 1939,
Editorial: "Roosevelt Suspected t.
"
Ibid •. , SeptemQer 7, 1939, Editorial: ltyn10 Will Win?".
'I"61'<'i., September 29, 1939, Bditorial: "Suve Our Own
Democracy".
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Column atter column had been written for its readers
opposing the ·repeal of the arms embargo, the adoption of the
cash and carry plan and for the sale of mun1tions of war to.
European belligerents since the editor viewed it all as a
tlstep along the same course we followed into the first World
War. 1187
,

With regard to the defense program, the Daill Times believed the United States should adopt a fixed and adequate
:

defense program and carry it through to the extent that "no
nation would dare attempt an invasion over here. uBB
During the middle of the. year 1940 when it becrune
evident.: that America was no .longer neutral but had passed to
/

..-'"

non-belligerency, which meant a
this powerful, little

org~n

I

st~p
/

close.r to the

conflict~

of the community persistently

declared that rlAmericans'still wish to stay out of it
(European war) It. and implied

II

some clear, calm thinking is

going to be necessary if' that wish comes true."89
The Daily Times viewed the adoption of the Lend-Lease
as America did, namely, that it gave the President such

87
88

89

Ibid., April 20, 1940, Editorial: "Followin cf the Some
Course".
\
Ibid., May 16, 1940, EditOrial: "Must the United States
:inter the War?"
Ibid., June 11, 1940, Editorial: ItAmerica Is No Longer
N"eUt'ral" •
"

(;)
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broad powers that he could "carry the

nat~on

into inter ..

national difficulties, escape from which would be extremely'
difficult, if not impossible"without armed conflict. lt90
Nine months in advance of the PearlL. Harbor disaster ,the

.--

editor indicated that ftif the United States becomes a participant with armed forces, ••• we shall be fighting with
Japan before we become directly engaged with any European
power. 1f9l

This conclusion was arrived at as the result of'

the suspician we had of the ambition of the Japanese to
dominate the Pacific; Japan had declared that the fortification of the island Guam by the 'U.S. would be a warlike
act so considered, and so it was.

/

..,..,.r

In every issue of the Daily Ti,mes, the ec;litorial policy
/

.

had been consistently in opposition to steps leading Ar.lerica
to the brink of war.

The editor's f'inalopinion in the late

spring of 1941 was that the nation had taken so many steps'
leading to war, that the nation could not turn back and
consequently" it became'the duty of every loyal citizen to
"join in united eff'ort for our country.u92

90
91
92

»+

Ibid., January 15, 1941, Editorial: tfTo'O Much Power lt •
~.It March 13, 1941, Bditorial:
"Keep Your Eye on
Japan '.
'
Ibid., May 29, 1941, Editorial: , "Are You Set?".
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CHAPTER II
. THE TREND OF PUBLIC OPINION
When the news came that the Franco-British allies declared
war on the Axis,' Fortune r:mmediately made a surv~y of public
opinion in order to catch it before the fulltorce of propaganda had been loosed upon it.

Thr~questions

were asked

for the purpose of discovering to what exnent the public was
already disposed to take sides in the European war and of'
defining the policy toward which those attitudes led.

The-

first question was the fo(llovling one.
In the trouble now going on
in Eur~pe, which sidl1' wOUld
you like--to see win?
./Total
England, France, Poland
and their friends •••••
83.1%
Germany and her friends
1.0
Neither side ••••••••••
6.7
Don 1 t lmow ••••••••• , ••
9.2

-

:Hen

85.4%

80.7J&

.8

1.2

7.0
6.8.

6.5
11.6
93

Before France and England were involved in the European
conflict, public opinion had been found so inditferent to
foreign nations that almost half the people were d'isinclined
to commit themselves as to their favorites or the ones they
liked best.

It was quick to take sides now that

'.

.

was drawn.

93

an issue

Among the economic levels, favor toward the

Fortune, October 1939, liThe It'ortune Survey:
on War'!.

Supplement
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Allies climbed rram 77.7 per cent or the Negroes to 88.5
per cent or the prosperous.T.he widest dirrerence appeared
to be geographical, and by the size or

p1ace~

The extremes

were as ro110ws:
.CiUes
over
l,ooo,oob

,

France, England,
Poland and friends 58.4'&
Germany and
friends • • • • • • • • • • 2.1
Neither sid.e ••••• 2.4
Don't know • • • • • • • 16.1

Villages
.under
2,500
~--"
~0.4;&

.4
4.4
4.8

North
west
plains

South
east-

75.3;&

92.0%

.6

1.4
1.1
5.5
"- 94

7.1
17.1

There may have been several unrelated reasons behind
these wide variations of opinions where people lived.

In

the Northwest Plains there were large' numbers of people of
.-"

German descent

a~d.

perhaps rather

preferred to answer. "Don-' t know".
ancestry or the South
vote.

w~s

In the large cities

~han

appear pro-German,

Possibly too the British

rellected·in its large pro-Ally
~here

may have been a kind of

urban cynicism which led the people to answer "neither

side"~

A like answer would rarely occur to the simplel" farmer and
small town person.

all important question of what the poaitlon of our countl'Y

94 ·Ib:ld.

was to be.

The next quest10n presented to the. public \'las ~
Vf.hich of these courses of action
comes closest to describing what
you think the United States should
do?

f
£
f

...-

f

I

I

I
,

l

•

~

,

Questions asked in
September
October

Enter the ,var
at once on the
s ide of hngland
"
and send an
army to Europe ••• 2. 3,b

••••

Enter the war at
once, but send
only our navy
and air force to
help England and
France •••••••• : ••

1.0

••••

Bn ter the vtTar on
the sid~ of Englanq;,
B'rance only if it!
looks as though tney
were losing, and in
the meantime help that
side with food and
materials ••••••••• 13.5

• •••

10.1

Do not enter the war, .
but supply England and
France.withmaterials
and,foodj and refuse to
he lp sh1p anyth1ng to
. Germany ••••••••••• 19.9

••••

12.2

Take no sides and
offer'to sell to
anybody, but make
them pay cash and
take it away in
their own ships ••• 29.3

• •••

36.9

I

f

I

38

R&.fuse·to sell'actual
munitions, .but sell
-the raw materials •••••••

f

i

I

•••

6.4

•••

23.7

Refuse aid of any kind
to either side; and
refuse to sell anything at all to either'

side ....• :: ... ~ . . . . . . . .• 24. 7
.~.'

95

Approximately 62.7 per cent ef"·the population stood
~gainst

economic isolation and 25 per cent were opposed to

any trade with the belligerents.

To the first three answers,

16 per cent we,re willing to go into the "Second World War",

i

some 20 per cent favored talking sides in the' conflict by
economic means short of war.

The total vdte for using our
/

I
I

army or materials

was~36 •. 7

per cent.

Against this stood

trade with all nations.
In comparing the September and October survey, it in-

i

dicated that 12.7 percent of the nati0Z:'s adults had swung'
away from a belief in deliberately taking sides toward faith
in the neutrality fif teclmically granting equal treat:nent
to all belligerents, either by limited or unlimited selling
to all on a cash-and-carry basis or byselllng to none.

95

~.
.', .

'. These two latter votes totaled would indicate teehnioal
neutrali ty. .
In the breakdowns of this survey there appeared an
astonishing unanimity of opinion regardless

~fs~x.

The

number of women who fav6red getting into the war sometime
if necessary was nea.rly equal to the number of men.
.--'

The two

greatest factors in building thas'a.A::otals were economic and
geographic as the following indicated.
Prosperous
Enter the
war at once
on the side
of England,
France 'and .
send an army
/
to Europe ••• 1.1%

Upper
Middle
Class

Lower
Middle
Class

Bntex- the
war at once
but send only
our navy and
air force to
help England
and France •• 2.7
Enter the war
on the side of
England and
France only if
it looks as if
they were losing
and in the meantime help that
side with food and
materials •••• 11.9

'.

Poor

Negroes

.8

12.3

12.6

13.8

20.1

40

,

Do not enter the war,
but supply England
and France with materials
and food, and refuse to
ship anything to
Germany ••.•••••••••• 20.0

19.4

20.521.0

16.4

Take no sides and offer
to sell to anyone, but·
on a cash-and-carry
basis •••••••••••••• 36.2

33.7

29.9

25.7

20.1

Refuse any aid of any
kind to either side
and refuse to sell
anything to either
side ••••••••••••••• 21.7

23.9

25.1

26.2

24.0

.2

.2

.3

3.4

3.3

3.3

2.3

3.8
I

5.6

7.1

11.5

--'

Find some way of
supporting Germany •
other

•........ .....

Don't know

'

..........

1.1

i

-

96

I

Negroes excepted, the differences were not great, by
classes, on getting into the war.

The upper levels leaned

a little more toward partial military assistance, the lower
brackets were more in favor of getting in if .our help was
needed. ,It was the Negro who stood far ahead of the rest
in the desire to enter the war at once.
of the widest. differences appeared.

96

Ibid.

By geosraphy some

The followinG \Vas

4l
Fortune's analysis:
North
East

Middle
West

Enter war
now and send
'army ••••• ' 1.9%

6 rfl

• 70

Enter now
with only
n$.VY and
planes ••• 1.1

.8

Enter only
if needed t 9.6

9.9

Give Allies
material aid
wi thout de-", '
claring
war •••••• 19.1

,25.5-

North South 'South
West
East
West
Plains

-4.5

1.0

23.0

24.1 .

9.8

19.5 '

18.8

22.8

32.1

.19.1

25.5

,-

26.9

32.3

.4

1.9

Cash-and-carry
trade with
all •••••• 30.5
Economic boycott of all
the
belligerents
28.3'

Mountains
& Pacific

16.5'

,-

97

The Southeast" inhabited in large part by the belligerent
Nesro showed up as the most pro-wnr" with about 30 per cent
of the

p~ople

favoring military aid to the

then OD later if needed.

97

~.

Al~ies"

either

Both the Southeast and the South-

42

west were the least for economic isolation.
Plains where the German

Amer~can

The Northwest

element may have had in-

fluence turned in only 5.1 per cent votes for war under any
circumstances.

From this section also came the lowest per-

centage for economic asS'1stance to the Allies, namely, 16.2
and the highest for doing no business with the belligerents,
~."

32.3 per cent.

This would indicat.e"that in the southern

part ·of our country there were at that date about six time·s
as many people ready to commit the country to fighting

I

Germany as there were.· in the Central Sta:tes, and only htflf
as many who were ready to boycott all the belligerents.
The Fortune survey of October 1939 indicated in general

j
f

!

..

I

/

.

that the desire of the--United States to remain' at peaee did.
not, however, seem to have

b~en

/

accompa.nied by a firm con-

viction tha.t we would be·.able to keep out of war.
viewers reported that

th~re

Inter-

was an undercurrent of uneasi-

ness, and a deep conviction that something vlOuld happen to
change neutral sentiment over night.

':I,lhis was public

opinion as it stood jllst after hostilities commenced.
The following survey by Fortune was

submit~ed

to the

press just when Congress complies with the President's request by repealing the Embargo Act and. cOnllliitting the nnti('n
to a policy of.

ca.sh-and~carry

with belligerents, including

43

war materials.
No t~ade with
any belligerents ••••• 29~9% •••
Cash-and-carry even
••• 54.5% neutral
though Germany may .
•
. policy
benefib ••••••••••••••• 24.6 • ••
Cash-and-carry only
if Germany does not
benefit ••• ~ ••••••••••• lO.7 •••
-_ .
..,..,....••• 19.6 pro-Ally
Allies and boycott
n elltrality
Germany ••••••••••••••• 8.9 • •••
~,

.

--

Trade with the Allies
and go into war if
needed •••••••••••••••• 14.7

•••
•
•

Enter the war on
Allies side now ••••••• 2.5

• •• 17.2 immediate
·or eventual war
• policy

Other •••• ~ •• :.~ ••••••• 4.8 /
Don't·lmow • •. • • • • • • • • •

•

•••

98
This indicated that the meaSt1.re of sentiment in the
United States" could be described as consistently neutral.
Another question for the public to determine the real
meaning of Itcashlf was this one: .
Under the Johnson Act now in force, this
country is forbidden to lend money to any
of the countries whose debts to us have
not been paid. England and France are
among those countries. Do you think the
,
98

-

i ;

Fortune, December, 1939, "The Portune Survey: XXV".
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Johnson Act should be repealed, so that
we.might lend money to England, and France
to b~y supplies here?
.
yes...... •.•••••••• 11.5%
Only if it looks
as if.the Allies
were l:osing....... . 12.3
No ••••••••••••••••

68.1

Don't know........

8.1

:;.,

'''-·99

These answers implied that the Frenchmen and Englishmen were looking to this country not only for cash purchases
but possibly for credit purchases later, would think of

j

United States as . "Uncle Shylock".
months showed

t~at

The .surveys of the past

United States hoped France and England

won the war, nevertheless, it didn'/t propose to be made a
.

....

..

.

I

.

I!sucker" and help them again with,/American dollars.
Another survey threw new light upon the kind of
i.

neutrality sentiment revealed up to this point.

The people

were willing to see England and France lose without our

I

help in their war against Germany.
.

However, if Germany and

.

another strong military power combined, this was regarded as
a political threat.

This is what the following cross

tabulation implied:

,
.99

Ibid.

,
i

,People believing that we shQuld:

I

Enter war
now

Enter', Supply Sell
Sell to
later
Allies cashno one
if needed
only
andcarry

I

I
1
~

, \Vould he lp if
Japan entered now, "
More •••••••••• 85.9%
No difference. 9.4
Less •••••••••• 3.1
Don't know ••• 1.6

.85.3% '
8.7'
2.4

3.6

79.7%
12.0

67..-J3%
25.8

,6.3

1.3
5.4

2.0-'

35.9%

51.7
3.2
9.2

100

The interventionists were for even more intervention_if
Japan joined the war.

A

majority of the cash-and-carry

partisans who were willing for Germany to receive United
States goods l.f she could help them, land who were opposed
/

to extending credits to the Allies,/admitted. they \"lere inPclined to change their ideas if Japan went to war.

The

Cstrict embargoists were apparently the only people who took
,.

, .

The next set of questio'ns in the December 1939 issue of
#".'

Nthe Forum survey, pertained to arms and men.

To check upon

the feeling as to whether the United States 'public believed
vl1n preseJ:'Ving peace by preparing for .wa.r, the follo\Ving
,"'

"questions were asked:

-100

-Ibid.

"

No matter what happens, do
you think that we should
immediately inorease our:
yes •••• 88.3%
Air foroe?
yes •••• 84.8
Army?
yes •••• 86 .•.8
Navy?

,

Would you~avor a term of
oompulsorymilitary servioe
for all young men of eighteen
or nineteen? - yes ••.•••••••• 31.3% .......-:
Yes, if
neoessary ••••• ll.6
No •••••••••••• 48.8
Don't kpow •••• 8.3
Southeast Northwest Plains
yes •••.••••••• 40.9%
lS.6%
Yes,if neoessary12.8
9.0
66.9
No •••••••••••• 35.2
Don't know.~.. 11.1
5.5
101
/

Here again the par,r of the oount:ry whioh was most re/

presented of intervention had total peroentage of 53.7 for
oompulsory military servioe for aIr young men ,of eighteen
or nineteen years of age, whereas, the Northwest Plains most
representative of nonintervention had a total peroentage of
27.6.
rI.'he people expressing themselves as opposed to ,general
military training for

yO~8

men gave these reasons for their

opposition:

"
Don't believe in oompulsion ••••
2l.6~&
Notdemooratio--un-Amerioan ••••• 11.6
101
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Too much like dictatorship •••• 11.5
Too much like Europe •••••••••• 3.0
. Not ne·cessary-no immediate
dange_r ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 19.7
Plenty of volunteers ••••••••••• 3.9

qreates war spirit •••••••••••• 11.0
Too young ••••••••••••••••••••• 8.0
Inter£eres.~ith education and
careers .' ••••••••••.••••••••••• 3.8
Other ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 6.8
Don r t mow ••••••••••••••••••••-.. 2.0

102

This survey implied that the most obnoxious thing about
the idea was not militarism, nor a strong belief that the
training was bad, but the idea that compulsion was unAmeriean.
On this subject the American Institute of Public Opinio
released a survey made J.n October',l9!39 with comparable re- .
sults.

/

It, was as follows.:

you think all able-bodied men
twenty years old should be made
to serve in the army or the navy
for one year?

Do

Under
Total

30

Yes
39%
36%
64
No
61
No opinion •••• 5

Over
30
40%
40

Upper
Lower
Income . Income
33%
67

45%
55

103

. 102 Ibid •
103 FU5Iic o~inion Quarterly, January 1940, "Gallup Poll",
October ,1939.
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Do you think the United States

should increase the size of its
. (1) ArmYI (2) Navy, (3) Air Force?

Total

Yes:
Army

86%

Navy 88
Air
Force 91
No
Opinion 5

,East
New
'Middle
West
Ens land Atlantic Central Central

-

9116
9'5
"

.

,

~

94

Yes:
Army
Navy
Air Force
No Opinion
A year

84%
88 .-"

8816

previoristo~the

.

92
95

-'

South

' 89

79%
79
·84

West

92%
92
96

84%
85
91
104
I

outbreak' of hostilities in

Europe, the Gallup poll indicated ~2 per cent of the peopl~
voted for an increase in the size of the army, 86 per cent
for the navy and 90 per cent for the air force.

This

woul~

be a total increase of 7 per cent in all three divisions.
War 'bet:ween the Allies and Germany broke out on Septelll_
ber 3, and on this same date the American Institute of Publi
Opinion made the following survey on the Neutrality Act
which had been buried by the legislu.tlon when Congress had

104

Ibid.

November 12, 1939.

adjourned 'in July.
Should Congeess change the
present Neutrality Law so
that the United States could'
sell war materials to England
and France?
Total
Yes
50%
No
50

Middle .- -East
West
South
New
England Atlantic Central Central

Wes,t

49%

52%

45%

..........49J&

--"

~O%

51;0
at

51

48

55

51

40

49

105

Another question on this vital issue made by the Gallup
Poll survey was:
It the Neutrality Law is changed
should France be required to give
the~ credit if they c;annot pay?
.Require Cash Give g~edit
- 1 °0
90JG

No Opinion
3%
106

In the middle of September 1939, only 10 per cent were
willing to consider the sale of war supplies to England and
France on credit.

In its, survey of

Dece~ber,

Fortun,e found

<

that 11 per cent favored repeal of the Johnson Act.

Twelve

per cent more indicated they would favor such action if
England and France were losing'.
\

105
106

Ibid.

Ibid.

September 3, 1939.
September 24, 1939.

"

The Amer1can Inst1tute of Public Op1n1on eonducte4 a
survey on United States participation in the war shortly
after the outbreak in Europe to see what influence it had on
American opinion.

These questions
which were Similar to
\

those of the Fortune survey-were asked:
,~

Should we send our army ~d navy
abroad to fight against Germany?
Total

Yes
No

16%
84

Upper'
Income

Middle
Income

12%
88

15%
85

Lower Rel~fers
Income
only
20%
80

Men

21%
79

Women

19%
81 '

12%
88

No op1nion
6,

107

If it looks within the next few
if Eng1and! and France
might be defeated, .should ,the
United States deciAre war on
Germany and send our troops
abroad?'
September Total October Total
Yes
months~s

.

No

44%
56 '

29~

.

, 71

it appears that Germany
is defeating England and
France', should the United
States declare war on
.Germany and send our army
and navy to Europe to fight?
If

107

Ibid., September 17,1939.

; I(t

cw;

"

Total
Yes
No

New
Middle,
East
West
South West
England Atlantic Central-Central ___ ____

28%

33%

72

67

27%
73

-

25%

26%

, 75

74

·47%
53

28%
72

108

I

Poll results of the American Institute of Public Opinion
mirrored the fact that uppermost itn the minds-Of most
..,....,.,

Americans was "keeping out of war".

Strong sentiment was

voiced for strengthelling the national defense forces by increasing the preparedness of the army, navy, and air force.
Compulsory military service was not approved by a majority,
though indications were that more support would be given for
this policy·in the face of real

necess~ty.
/

The 1940 January issue of Fortu;te magazine vie\"led. our
nati'onal policy toward England still as "rortaness mingled
with aloofness", and toward Germany "anxietym1ngled with
justice". 109

It also saw a. growing willingness to fight for

certain causes and fear that we might have to do so.' The
following survey made by Fortune at the beginning of the new
'.

year showed pessimistic tendencies. toward the possibility of
United Statew being drawn 'into the European conflict.

108
109

October 22, 1939.
Fortune, January 1940, "The Fortune Survey", 86.

~.

52
Regardless of what you hope,
what do you think the chances'
are that the United States will
be drawn into this war?
Sure •••.••••••••
Probable •••••••
Fifty-fifty ••••
Unlikely •••••••
Impossible •••••
Don't know •••••
.,./

9.9%
29.2
22.8
22.2

4.0 .
11.9-'
110

Dr. Hadley Cantril, social psychologist at

~r~nceton

University, traced the trends of public sentiment f,rom the
out-break of the war.

Early in September 1939, the director

of the Princeton Public Opinion ,Research Project found an
"0 verwhe'lming

majority of the American people confident that

E.'ngland and France woul1i win. It 111 Only u a tenth" predicted
/
a victory for the Nazi. 112
At
the
same time, the research
..
project found that almost 50 per cent of the population though
the United States should declare war on Germany, if it appeare:i
that the Allies were being defeated.

The same, percentage like

wise believed that the United States would be drawn into conflict sooner or later.
that it was

necess~ry

About 33 1/3 percent believed however,
for conecription of all able bodied ,men

twenty years .old to serve in the
one year.

a~ny,

navy or air force for

.,

110 Ibid.
111 ?ii'6Iic Opinion QUarterll, September 1940.
112 Ibid.

"

.'

"
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The survey in the early summer of 1940 showed. that more
people conceded'a German rather than an gllied victory.

Then

in the late summer after Hitler's listen-to-reason-or-be-annihilated speech to England, the trend was again a 45 per

-'-

cent forecast of an English victory and only 24 per cent of
the population thought the Axis would \vin.

On-..August 1 the

.-

great majority thought England should"Continue to fight and"
76 per cent thought this country should do more to help
England, though no proposals were suggested to provide aid.
About 66 2/3 per cent
if Germany won the war.

of the people saw themseives affected
To meet this threat 75 per cent

were vTilling to pay increased taxes to build up our national
defense.
Opinion rose and fell.

On

some questions
,

ther~

was

.

enormous flux,. going up or down as' each succeeding event
followed; on other questions the:re showed surprising stability.

People reacted differently as the news came from Europe.
The following questions were asked in order to measure

opinions concerning the war, the aid this country should
give England, and national defense policies. 113
'\

113

Th.e Princeton Public Opinion Resea.rch Project obta.ined
its information through the fact - finding facilities of
the American Institute of Public Opinion. The figures
obtained were estimated as being within 3 or 4 per cent
within accuracy. All interviews were dated so that the
effect of sudden developments was not obscured by the
time required to collect the answers.
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Expectations and War Aims
Do you think the U.S. will go into
the·war in Europe or do ~ou think
we will stay out of the war? '(July 20,
1940)
Undecided
13%

Stay out
48%

Go in
39%

vVhich side do you think will~in the
war - England or Germany and Italy?
./'

England-Germany & Italy-Neither-Undecided
45%
24%
4%
27%
\Vhich side do you think will win the
war if no other countries go into it.Germany.& Italy or England? (July 20,
1940)
England-Germany & Italy-Neither-Undecided
43%
31%
3%
23~
..

!I

.

If Germany and I~aly should defeat
England in the pres¢nt war, do you
think . Germany and !taly would. start a
war within the next ten years? (July 20,
1940)
...

No Opinion
1.1% .

Yes
55%

Suppose the U.S. does not go into
the war,' and Germany defeats England
and France~ Do you think you, personally would be affected by this
German victory? (July 20, 1940)
No
25%

Yes
69%
Foreign PolicY':

No Opinion
6%

'.

General

If the question of the United States
golng to war against Germany and Italy
came up for a national vote within the
next two weeks, would you vote to go
into .the war or stay out of the war?
(July 3, 1940)
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Go

Stay out

in

Don't lmow

8%

79%

13%

If you were sure that Germany would
attack the United States after
England is defeated, would you favor
our declaring war on Germany right now?
(July 20;3..940)
To keep out of war ourselves ••
, To help England win, even a~-'
the risk of ~etting~to the
war ....•••..••••••.•.•....••••

No choice •••••••••••••••••••.•
At the present time, which of
the following should the United
States do about helping England?
(July 20, 1940)
Do less than we are doing now •
Do more or no less than we are
doing now ••••••••••••••••••••• l4~
Do ever~thing
possibie to help
.
England except go t,6 war •••••• 73,0
Declare war on Ge~ny and Italy
and send our army and navy to
Europe ~ ••••••••••• ~ ••••, • • • • •• • 3%
No opinion ••••••• ~ •••••••••••• 5%
~

Foreign Policy:

Specific

Should the United States delay enlargement of our own air force in
order to send England and France
right now all airplanes we can now
make? (July 20, 1940)
No.

59~

No Opinion
u1
6 1°

The United States army and navy
have about 5,000 airp~es. \iould
you approve of selling all, some, or
none of these planes to England and
France at this time? (May 29, ,1940)
Yes All
Cfl
9 ,0

,

Some

3e~&
\

None

49~~

No Opinion
4 .-'
,0

The Johnson Act prevents any acp
which has stopped paying interest on
its debts of the last World War from
borrowing money in the United states.
Would you approve of changing the
law 50 that England and France could
borrow money from'our government?
(July 29, ...1940)
No' Opinion

Yes

8%--

32%

'/
The Neutrality Law prevents American
ships from traveling in war'zones in
Europe. Should this law be+changed
so that American ships can yarry war
supplies to En$land and France? .
(June 29, 1940)
Yes

No

18%

74%

·No Opinion
>

8%

If it appears certain that England
will be ~efeated by Germany and
Italy unless the Uni,ted States supplies her with more/food and war
supplies, would you be in favor of
this country giving more help to
England? (July 20,. 1940)

.

Yes
85%

No

12% '.

No Opinion
3%

In order to help England- Should
the Neutrality Law be changed so
that American ships can carry war
supplies to England? (Jul~T 20, 1940)

Yes

No·

36%

54%

Donrt know
10%

,

National Defense

Do you think every able-bodied
young man should be made to serve
in the army or navy for one year?
(July 25, 1940)

-_. .----_c,.__. . . ."'

Yes

No

59%

35%
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The United Statos wants to in~
crease the strength of its regular
army to 400,000 men. If enough
men do not volunteer wou+d you
favor drafting men until this
figure is reached? (June 11, 1940)
Yes

No

67%

25%

. No· Opinion

8%

Do you favor increasing the size
of our .arroy and navy by drafting
men between the ag~ of 18 and
32 to serve in the armed forces
for one year? (July 20, 1940)
Yes

No

69%

27%

No Opinion

4%

114

This survey of public opinion made by the Princeton
University during the months of April to August 1940 gave
the following picture :'1'he peopie S~\1 the hope of an English
victory and believed that a powerful Germany would be a
menace to their own and this country's interests.

There

was a large majority of the people ,vho would hav.e England
receive more aid from the United States.

However, they con-

sidered it more important that hhis country be kept out of
war, than to aid Britain.

The majority of people agreed in

building up our national defense.
The· Catholic Laymenf s Committee for Peace organization

rltblic Opinion Quarterlx, September 1940.
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released the following results on a nationwide

I

Catholic priests'

opi~ion

~oll

ot

on war. 'All of the priests in the

United States except bishops and service chaplains were asked:

j

1.

Do you favor the United
Sta~~s 'engaging in a
shooting war? .

2.

Are you in favor, of th~.
Unit'ed States aiding the
Communistic Ru~ia?
115

j
!

I

To the first question 91.5 per cent of the priests voted

I

"no", 6.7 per cent "yes" and 1.8 .per cent did not vote.

To

the second question 90.5 per cent voted "no", 7 per cent "yes"

I

and 2.5 percent did not vote., These numbers would indicate

l

that the great majority of the pries1;is leaned toward oppositio
to American entry into the war. 116 /
The response of the clergy from one state to
varied ereatly.

In Maine, New

Hampshire~

Deleware, West

Virginia, South Carolina, Tennessee, Arkansas,
~:lontana,

I
I

117

J

$! "J.

¥

t. .

n

Louisiana~

and Arizona, less than "30 per cent" of the clergy

replied. 117

115
116

~lother

More, than "42 per cent" replied in New York,

Commonweal, October 31, 1941.
The questIons were mailed to 34,616 pri~sts of which
13,155 replied. Only 38 per cent of them replies, and
62 per cent were not represented in the"poll. A thirtyeight per cent response is co~sidered a high percentage
of returns in a questionaire.
Commonweal, October 31, 1941.
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New Jersey and Massachusetts. 118
t

A total of 7,174 of the

I

13,155 votes were from New York, New Jersey, Massachusetts,

I

Pennsylvania, Illinois, California and Ohio.

I

I
I
I

The returns

from" these seven states indicated that the opinions of a
.~-

minority of the clergy made up more than half of the answers
which would be interpreted to represent the-A.lmost unanimous
opinion of the clergy.
The magazine Editor and Publisher conducted a nation-

I"

wide poll of daily newspapers of the United States on July

9, 1941.

A questionaire was forwarded to 1,878 daily

American newspapers listed in the 1941 Year Book.
were 871 or almost 50 per cent that,replied.

There

The following

were the questions put to the nat;on1s dailies and the" resu1
of the balloting:

Do you favor immediate active"
military and naval participation
in the war?
Yes
250

No
615

Do you think the best interests
of the United States will be
conserved by avoiding conflict?
Yes
512

118
119

Ibid.
America, August 23, 1941.

No

316

"

119

,50

1
These figures indioated that the daily

I

a vote

o~

more than 2 to 1 and opposition to

vention by a substantial majority.

~uture

inter-

In thirty-nine of the

States, the editors of these dailies voted

against war.

Six States revealed an editqrial sentiment

~or

Newspapers ~ Florida voted 10 to 1

aotive partioipation.

for innnediate partioipation; Louisiana 3 to 1; Maine 5 to 0;
Vermont 4 to 1; Virginia 7 to 3; Wyoming 4 to 1.

I

:?

the United States regil3tered opposition to intervention by

~orty-eight

I

newspa~ltn'

The vote

in North Carolina, North Dakota and Rhode Island tied. ---With
the exoeptions

o~

the New York editorial sentiment whioh was

25 to 22 against war

participat~on,

,

I

,

there

wa~

an overwhelm-

!

ing majority

o~

editors who

oppos~d

immediate intervention'.

I

The returns of the remaining newspapers against war partioipation wer& as follOWS:

California 38 to 20! Conneotiout,

11 to 1; Illinois 43 to 7; Massaohusetts 18 to 5; Miohigan
23 to 3; Missouri 21 to 8; New Jersey 11 to 4., Pennsylvania
47 to 13; Ohio 39 to 14; Indiana 35 to 12; Wisconsin 13 to
4; Texas 27 to 19.
On the second question the poll of the daf1ies dropped

to less than two to one.

Arkansas, Georgia, ;tississip!,)i,

North Carolina, Oregon, Tennessee, Texas had either votec
a3ainst war or tied on· the question, revealed an editorial
sentiment not adverse to future intervention.
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second question the States containing the bulk of the nation's population voted against intervention at a later date.
California voted 34 to 21 against future participation;

-_.

Illinois 37 to 9; In.¢iiana 35 to li; Massachusetts 14 to 9;
Michigan 22 to 5; Missouri 17 to 12; New Jersey 10 to 5; New
York 25 to 23; Ohio 37 to 16;

Pennsylvani~-40
.

...,..,.

to 17; Uiscon-

sin 12 to 4.
The Editor and Publisher questionaire indicated that th
attitude of the numerous influential newspapers' of the coun-

I

try in opposition to American participation in the European
conflict was the same as it had been

I

fo~r

months previous to

the outbreak of the war in September 1939.
/

'Five months previous to the/Pearl Harbor disa.ster, a
state wide survey of Illinois by the Chicago Daily Tribune's
I

.

war pOll showed an 80 per cent oPPosition to war.

There waS

a return of 77,229 state-wide ballots which broke into the
following percentage:
Yes(for War):
14,176 or 18.36%
No(against War):69,394 or 80.79~

120

In the 150 city wards of Chicago,.only one, the 24th

120
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3482, Extension of Remarks of Hon. C. 'Wayland Brooks
of Illinois in the Senate taken from an article in the
Chicago Daily Tribune, July 15, 1941.
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voted consistently tor war, the percentage being 53.3 per
cent. 12l

The banner war~ tor peace was the l45th.

Here

noninterventionist sentiment was 90.9 per cent.122
The survey also indicated the be11igerent'inc1ination

!i
I

1

.-'

among the colored population.

In the 2nd and 3rd wards where

the Negroes predominate, intervention'
cent.

stre~th

rap 30 per

Governor Dwight Green's old~~rd, the 46th, the vote

was 19.'7.per cent tor war and 80.3 per cent aBainst
tervention strength in Mayor Kelley's ward, the
recorded at

2'7.3 per cent and sentiment,for

war.

1~2th,

peac~

at

In-

was'
'7~.'7

per cent. 123
There were people of the opinion that the scientific
/

/;).

~.

methods employed by tne surveyors, made the polls from day'
I

to day increa'singly reliable and dependable and were consequently taken seriously by some politicians.

~ere

were

others who viewed them as a new propaganda machine employed
for the purpose of influencing and speeding up the entrance
of United states in war.

They considered them as hardly a

serious, honorable reflection of what peop'lethought.

121
122
123

Sen-

The Chicago Dai1Z Tribune attributed this s1:tBht majority to the heavy Russian, Jewish, and ·,:po1ish population
living in the 24th ward.
~~is overwhelming majority was likewise attributed to
the many Northside voters who are of German descent.
This state-wide poll was conducted by post-card ballots
printed, mailed, and cou.nted under the Chica~ Daily
Tribune supervision by the Buckley - Dement 00., Chicaco

ator Nye was one who was of the opinion that the polls of

I
I
I

!

I

I

I
t,

public opinion did not re!.lect the attitude of the people
toward war involvement.

He maintained there was an over-

whelming sentiment against entrance into hostilities and that
the polls were used in

~.

effort to overcome the opposition

and to build up a war psychology.
the polls to create War trends of

In view of the power of
~ought,

he introduced in-

to the Senate a resolution which called for an investigation
of them oti the following points:

the trustworthiness of the

fact-finding methods, and who determined the manner in \Yhich
the polls were conducted.
In an editorial entitled, "War Polls and Realism" the
editor of the Wheelins- (W. Va •.>. Inte'lligeneer of the July 8,
1941 issue discussed polls and their lack of benefit.

The

editor pointed out that the polls conducted by newspapers
and various sampling organizations designed to sound out
public opinion reported uniform and

ove~vhelming

sentiment·

I

warn.

f

was brought out another important point in these words:

against participation by the United States in a "shooting
In the concluding paragraph of the editorial there

.~. time is past when sentiment
about whether or not we want to
go ,to war is pertinent, or when
d~bate of the matter can serve
any useful purpose. The time
to have shaped official action
to public sentiment, was before
steps which meant war were taken.

We are in the war now, and will
have to see it through. If that
means sending troops to Europe,
we will send them, no matter
wha~ our preference might be.
And the sooner we quit shadow
boxing with straw votes and
evading ~he facts in official
Quarters, the better prepared
we will be for what the future
holds. 1 2 4 - -

(

Ij
I

:;;..-

I.
.!

-

--'
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CHAPTER III

j

I
j

POLITICAL PRESSURE GROUPS
In the beginning of the' year 1941 there was much controversial legislation i-n- Congress with certa'in drastic moves
'by the executive department of the government.

j•

rise to the birth of various

~

sure cornmi ttees had vast influence.

natio~

..

This gave

_-'"

citizens' committees

organized in support and in opposition.

Some of these pres-

;

t

lIany of them had

~devel-

oped more or less spontaneously to meet definite vital
in an unprecedented emergency.

The

committeesdi~

n~eds

help to

arouse the American people to awareness of their responsibilities in face of

gr~at

danger.

/They also .helped to '

i
I

clarifv the issues involved in imPortaritproblems; to unite

J
1

for effective co-operation" citizens of like minds, on these

i

issues; to make knoWn to the government the will of the

!

I

"

people; to bring pressure by the people upon their govern-'
ment for action in accord with the majority will..

-Age

The Livin

designated them as "democracy in action".
From every part of' the country these Americans fought

the administration and demanded thnt it "do this" not do
1
j'

that." 125
125 Newsweek estini.ated 2,000,000 Americans in a')pro:Xil'lately
sixty so-called foreign policy pressure groups were
o.ctiva in the United States.
65
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Groups operated in the Congress:tonal';lobb1es, others ma1n... ·
tained offices in the national capital and all issued pamphlets; there were some also that had ample funds who n scre .
ed their warnings 1n paid newspaper ads." 126

.-

Notable pressure groups favoring more aid to Great
Britain included the William Allen White r s gg,zmnittee to
Defend America by Aiding the Allie~ ~he L~\ague of' Women
Voters, The National Committee on the Cause and Cure of War,
and the American Association of' University Women.

Then ther

\vere opposing groups that exerted every effort, tOo keep tJ:re
United States isolated, notably the America First Committee
'Which was most influential and most powerful,' America r S
!

Fut>ure Inc., Keep Amer:rCa Out of Wa~ Congress, The V;ar Resis'
tors League, the American Federation of ieace, the Youth
Commission Against War, the Fellowship of' Reconcllat1on, the
Peace Section of the American Friends (Quakers) Service Commission, the World Peace Commission of the Methodist Church,
World Peaceways, and many other strongly emotional groups.
In the spring of 1940, the Nazi invaded the neutral
countries of Denmark, Norway, Belgium, Holland, and Luxemburg without warning, without a declaration of war, and in
violation of a non-aggressive treaty negotiated less than a

126

Newsweek, 1f2,OOO,000 Voices," November 25, 1940.

year previous.

"'.
Within a few weeks all. had sUrrendered thus

throwing America and the rest of the world into a nervous
tension.

It was then that William Allen \Vhite and Clark M.

Eichelberger agreed that there should be an

orga~ization

making vocal the belierthatthe

Western Europ&'

n~tionsof

for

.~

which were resisting aggression constituted Americars first
.----',.

line of defense and should have

fu~

American economic and

moral support. 127
The proper power of this committee was demonstrated
when almost single handed it worked up the pressure which
finally induced the President by. executive actiott, without
letting Congress know what was contemplated, to ,xchange
I

fifty American destroyers on ninety-nine

yearle~seson

eight British naval and air bases/in the Atlanti~ and Caribbean area. 128
Amending the Neutrality Act was part of the program of
the Conunitteeto Defend America by Aiding the Allies.

Two

sections which the group pressed for amendments were the

127
128

. •.

According to a study made by the St. Louis Post Dispatc
the Vihite Committee had 662 local-chapters wren more
than a 100,000 members.
.
'ro get this deal through the White Com.'Tiittee claimed it
gathered petitions from more than 3:,000,000 signatures
in favor of the destroyer deal. Women vol,mteers in fs.
or systematically called up the 735,4$8 residential nUT:1bers in the five boroughs of New ~ork in an effort to
secure added pressure for the immediate adoption of the
plan to dispatch to Great Britain 25 "flying fortresses!'
20 "mosquito ll torpedo boats, and as many pursuit pla!1es
as possible •
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sections which forbade the arming of, American ships and the

j

prohibiting'of American merchant and naval 'vessels from en-'

!

tering the combat' zones.

I
II

to Defend America by Aiding the Allies were diverse personal

I

i,

Among the members of the Committee

,-

--

ities as Julius Ochs Adler, general manager of the New York
Time§, President Aydelatte, close

associat~_.,of

Lord Lothian

~

in the Rhodes Trust; David

Dubins~

labor leadeD;

B~shop

Manning, J.P. Morgan, Mrs. Dvdght Morrow and Wytlle Williams,
radio commentator.

It was Robert Sherwood, the

~laywright,

who put the committee on the map when he wrote tJ:te startling,
"Stop "Hi tIer Now" advertisement which appeared
ill full page.
i
~

size in eighteen of the nation's largest newspapers, at a
,/

cost of $25,000.

He announced that he favored immediate en/

Dry into the war on the side of the Allies for the
effect~.

~ral

Herbert Agar, Col. Henry Breckenridge,' Calvin B••

Hoover and Lewis Mumford were also frontiersmen who urged an
iJll.r.lediate declaration of war.

When the Aid the Allies Com-

mittee was first annoUnced an article in the nay 25, 1940
issue of Uncensored referred to it as the "Willi$.Ill Allen
White's Committee No.2,1t Committee No.1 having been h1s
Nonpartise Committee for Peace.
the Neut'I'ality

La,,, which devoted

Through the rev1sion 01' .
itself to "'fighting the

arms embargo Uncensored further commented that
The present attitudes and
past records of m~y mem-

~"

--------------~------~-.~--~~--------~--------------~

bers of Mr. \Vhite's Committee
No. 2 indioate that they will
not long be satisfied with aiding with our supplies and wealth.
By all logio Committee No. 3 should
advooate aiding with planes and
pilots and Committee No. 4 with
an expeditionary
force. 129
.
.,~-

The \Vhite Committee urged the sending of guns, munitions,

.
,

food and planes to Great Britain.

This was-dangerous sinoe
.'/

suoh an act oould be regarded by Germany as a deolaration of
war, thus oommitting the United States to immediate war.
William A. White made the statement that the Aid the

I

Allies group was not for war, and went on to state that
Amerioa will go to war or stay
out of it not because we make
Hitler mad, but oI)ly when, as,
and i f Hitler thinks he can win
the war: And so long as we can
arm behind the British' fleet and
England fights, Hitler never thinks
or will think he can win the war,
unless he starts war to slow down
aid to Britain. Any organization
that is'for war isser:iously playing Hitler's game.· 130

J

I
!'
I

I

By the unanimous 'consent of the·. Senate,' the Hon. Rush
D. Holt of West Virginia had an arti61e entitled, nIs the
. \Jilliam Allen Vv'hi te Coromi ttee as' Pure as It Pretends n inserted into the appendix of the Congressional Reoord.

129
130

.~
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declared the Committee was an "internationally conceived or·ganization to" involve the U.S. in war ••• having had its
origin with international interests. tt131

'fhe names of

prominent individuals were used to" "line up others tt • "He exposed the background of many of these men thus Olarifying'
his statement.

The J.P. Morgan firm with ita holdings in

the British Empire helped, h-e declar:ed, plan the organization

I

I

and donated its first expense money.
What follows were the findings of Senator Holt of the
,

.

backgro\.tncIs of many of the members of the Committee to Defend
America.
met

Eighteen persons, among them Frederick R. Coudert,

~ecretly

on April 29, 1940 in New York City and started

the framework for estabiishing.the Committee.to Defend
America by Aiding the Allies.

The Repeal of the Arms Em-

bargo had been the nucleus of the Committee.

It was felt

inadvisable at this meeting to have, some person too closely
identified by the public with the international financial
group as director, and" it was considered important to get
somebody in the West, thus to escape the attaek that it was
controlled by Wall Street, somebody whose name was not tied
with their work •. After a little discussion, William Allen
White was named as the front for the "Briti'sh-inspired-or ...
ganization". 132

con~ressional

131
132

8;'> (

Ibi • 7020.-

."

."ew

he Xl,

Being a Republican and a mid-westerner,

Reeo:r:d, 76th Congress, 3rd sess""

A. 7019.

he filled the bill in an'excellent fashion. 153

It was in

the international banking circles of New York that the Committee' to Defend America by Aiding the Allies had its source
The investigation of the background of Frederick
Coudert showed that he~-had been a paid representative of the
British Embassy in generating war sentiment in 1917.
Douglas, a former president of th.,American

Cyana~id

Lewis
Company

which had been getting both British and American war orders,
was trying to take ovar the leadership of White.
the members of the William Allen White

1

Committe~

Many of
were .-

English born, notably the two well known active propagandists, Bishop T. Manning and Rev. John Mac
Virgini~n

The West

Ivon~

Senator pointed out the powerful con
;'

nections the Committee had with banks, insurance companies,
financial investing firms, and indus.trial firms or concerns.
These exerted powerful influence on colleee preSidents and
professors.

The hotbed for war he declared was centered in

the large endowed groups of colleges and universities,
Chicago,. Columbia, Yale, New York, and Harvard being among
the worst. ' Nicholas Murray Butler of Columbia University
and James Conant of Harvard were considered by him as the
two outstanding 'twar-hawks. It

133

....

e,;

Some of the "'colleges "actually

Other important personages represented at this meeting
were Thomas. W. Lamont of the firm of J.P. I:Iorgan; John
Davis, attorney of 1:1organj Lewis Douglas, president of
l'!lutual Life j Henry Stimson, Secreta.ry of_ "lar •
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owed allegiance to the Empire of Great Britain"; some have
desired to get in,·withthe financial c1rcle,whom they felt
would be interested in interventio~.1f 134
Further, Lord Lothian, the British Ambassador, had made
contacts with American professors and presidents.
secretary to the Rhodes Trust and had made
fifteen trips to the United
with the Rhodes money.

States~

He

wa~

appro~imately

a part of his work

He knew President Frank ~ydelotte

who was a Rhodes scholar, a Rhodes trustee in 1918, and then
a trustee of the Carnegie Foundation.

Conant and

Butler~

were likewise trustees of the Carnegie Foundation for the
Advancement of Teaching, and all were members of the Defend
America by Aiding the Allies Cornmit!tee. 135
Sinc~ many presidents and other college officiale sat in

on the

b~:~rds of the big financiers t foundations of the

British Empire, many of them, the Congreseman

d~clared

be-

.

.

came Itinfected,' conditioned, immunized and 1ntimidated."136
And to keep open and to protect the sources of income, he
added "they are ready to, sacrifice and waste the human

re-

------------- ---

con~ressional

Record, 76th Congress, 3rd sess., A. 7020.
In is book, Money; !2 ~, Horace Co~n spoke of the
. Carnegie fund as an endowment for war.'
136 ~., page 7023.
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73
sources of the country to preserve the present status of
world domiriion." 137
On December 23, 1941"William Allen White startled. his
committee with a signed, copyrighted, newspaper editorial in
which he explained that his resignation from the chairmanshi
of the Committee to Defend Americg by Aiding the Allies was
;,.brought about by some of the warmongering activities of the
Committee.

He stated'that the only motive of the organiza-

tion was to keep the country out of

w~r

and added that if he

were asked for a motto to fit the committee it would be-;tiThe Yanks Are Not Coming. t1

The following is his opinion as

stated in the Emporia (Kan.) Ga,zette. ' During the year of th
Commi ttee' s organization the job he was working at had been
"purely a propaganized job,1f to give the average American a
feeling that he is one of many and that by belonging'to the
nation-wide organization, he can make his private sentiment,
public opinion.

The next job was to crystalize that public

opinion and then use 'it to put pressure on the president and
Congress that they would act accordingly.

137

\ ...

~., page 7023.
The following individuals were spoke
man for England since they were educated at the expense
of English capitalists: Charles Seymour, qonorary fellow at Kings College, educated at Cambridge; \iilliam B.
Monro, educated at Queens College and Ediri"qurgh; Daniel
lilarsh, Oxford; Arthur O. Love jay , lecturer of London;
Frank p. Graham, University of London; iIarshall l i'ie1d,
educated in London; Ernest M. Hopkins, Oxford Universit:-; ,
and others.
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The first pressure succeeded in getting destroyers to
aid Great Britain.

Then the isolationists· were beaten in

their nominations of a man to both the Republican and the
Democratic platform.
for the bombers for

Next came the success in the campaign
Eng~and

and for airplanes priorities and

for tanks and other things.

The group was also successful i

keepin~

the issue of aiding Great

dential campaign.

~tain

out of the presi-

Then the Kansas editor saw a definite war

fever rising after the presidential election especially on
the eastem seaboard, particularly in New York.

He

dec~_ared

the war fever set a lot of perfectly good men to IIghost
danCing, whooping it up for war, demanding convoys, wanting
to send our ships

into~belligerent

zones carryins contraband

of war and trying to repeal the J6lmson Act." 138
The America First Committee, the .antithesis of the
Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies, was organized by a law student in the Yale University, for the purpose
of opposing the entry of the United States into the World
War.

The young man, Robert Douglas Stuart, deplored Pres:Id9:1t

Charles Seymour's espousal of open aid to the Allies believing·1twould eventually lead the ·UnitedStates into v/ar.

He

thought the President's views were not those of the student

138
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body and got up a poll which showed

:3

to 1 on his

si~e.

The

newly organized committee with General Wood (Sears Roebuck)

I

as chairman,' spread like wild fire throughout the length and
the breadth of the country.

Its members included such names
I

as Colonel Lindbergh, Kathryn Lewis, daughter of John L.
Lewis; Alice Roosevelt-Longworth, Laura IngaUs. 139
The committee grew from a small-group that met in one
room in the Board of Trade building in Chicago, to six
hundred fifty chapters in and throughout the United States
atter the first six months of its existence.

It boasted of

more than 500,000 active members plus hundreds of thousands
more who signed petitions or indorsed the principles of the
organization.

Three special trains staffed with the noninter-

vention speakers toured the country under the auspices of
local America First committees; radio

add~esses

were

del~v~r

ed and transcriptions of the addresses furnished to small
radio stations.
During this same 'period Illinois pOinted out the following success of its activities.
1,500,000 pamphlets and folders;

It printed and distributed
answere~

100,000 separate

printed requestf! for ini'ormation, and posted more than 750,
,

000 pieces of mail.

139

In Chicago, the chapter gathered more

Laura Ingalls faced a trial for beine a paid propaGandist agent of the Nazi.

76

than 750, 000 signatures demanding defeat of the Lend-Lease'
Bill. and also tabulated 328,000 protests in
The America First Office in

Washin~ton

te~ephone

calls.

D.C •. provided'

senators, representatives and chapter ?fficia1s with analysis
of th~ Lend-Lease Bill and its amendments.

Bveryweek a

news-letter .was mailed. to its, 1,250 speakers..,

Besides the

thousands of mass meetings throughom; the United States, one
hundred chapters showed a movie entitled, t'Arnerica First. tr
Detroit, Michigan sponsored an anti-war rally at which
5,000 American citizens in an America First Committee

vo~ed

unanimously to submit the following resolution to Members of
Congress as a sincere indication of their earnest desire to
keep out of war.

It read:
, Resolved: The peop1e.of this
country as appears from repeated
polls and tests .of public opinion
are overwhelmingly opposed to in. volvement in the present European
war. We therefore insist that
this administration has no legal
or moral right to risk our involvement, by acts which would
invite or provoke an outbreak
of hostilities.
Be it further
Resolved: That we commend the
members of Congress who by their
votes have truly reflected this
'desire for peace, and we pledge
to them our continued support
and allegiance. 140
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The representatives from chapters of
Committee from San Diego,
met in Chicago and

Califo~ia

vigorou~ly

the,Ame~iea

First

to Boston, Massachuset

condemned and repudiated the

unauthorized utterances and conduct of the Secretary of the
NaVy for his out

ri&~t

-

advocacy of

unde~lared

war in defianc

of the Constitution.
.,..."

When the Lend-Lease Bill whicli was entitled, "An Act to
Promote the Defense of American was peing debatep, in Congres
the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the

Al~ies

war.mly

adopted it as a t1defense measure lt which would kepp war away
~'

from America; on the other hand, the America First group denounced it as the "blank-check':'bill" and a sure guarantee of
war.
Despite passage of the Lend-Lease Bill, .the America
First group launched new membership drives and put, up a hard
fight to keep the United States at peace.

Anti-war oampaign

were operating in every state of the Union.

In Denver, Colo-

rado the Committee met with opposition from the

co~nanding

officer of Lowry Field, Colonel Early B.W. Duncan.

r

He

accused the America First Committee of inciting anti-war
timentamong his soldiers: and subjecting them to thoughts an'
ideas harmful to morale.

"

Thereupon, an order was issued

bidding any member of his comnand to

fre~uent

the Denver

.headquarters of the America First Committee or to attend any

I

i

!
I

I!
!

,I
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meetings sponsored by it.

Violations of the order

to
be punished by courtmartial or other military discipline. 14l
we~e

This resolute group put pressure on tne Bri.tish and on the
President and the Congress
. to keep the United States out of
war.

However, "the torpedoes that sank the

Amer~can

battle-

ships in Pearl Harbor, also ,sank America J:iI1:rstism.,,142
.,."

At a time when other pressure groups were lining up,
I

!

there appeared in the June issue of the National Legionnaire

i

j

an editorial from the pen of the national commander, Ray
Kelley.

It was addressed'to the

peaee, but not at any price-. 11143

It men

and women who 'V'tant

The connnander I3tatea that

the Legion had during the twenty previous years raised its
voice to thE! "highest pitch" in the demanding effort to a-,
rouse the nation for an adequate national defense.

fJ.'he

nation remained cOmplacent despite the fact that the world
had been becoming an armed camp with high explosive poten.
tialities.

The American Legion indicated that its attitude

141

The America First Committee denied the charge that it
was seeking to tamper with the mo~ale of the a~y or
navy. Likewise, it state4 that it refrained from any
solicitations of membership in the armed forces; it
neither accepted contributions from soldie'rs nor distributed literature to them. The Colonel1s order wa.s
looked upon as an imposition of dictatorship in a free
.country.
142 Thomas Bailey, A Diplomatic History of the "American
People, Third Eait1on, F.S. Crofts &~o~N.Y., 1946,
798 • .

143
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and its position on the war issue was that

~t

no time, and

at no place, had it ever come out for war, nor had it ever
advocated United States going into the European war.

Nei

did it ever make any resolution to this errect at any time'
in any connection.
On the occasion of the celebration oI'"'the adoption of
....",.

I

j

the constitution by the Polish diet in 1791, ten thousand
Americans of Polish extraction gathered in Buffalo, New York
on May 25, 1941.

They pledged their loyal support to what-

ever plan of action deemed

n~cessary

,-

.

by the President or by

the Congress to deliver to ,Great Britain and her Allies all
the material they needed from our ,"arsenal of democracy."
This, and other resolutions were/ forwarded to the President
and to the Senators and Representatives from New York.
<

A month later a similar group of citizens of the United
\

States and Canada of Polish extraction gathered at the ann
pilgrimage to liiagra-on-the-Lake , Ontario, to pay
one soldier 'dead.

ho~geto

The attitude of this group toward the war

was expressed in the following resolution:
'Vhereas Great Britain, ~oland
and their allies constitute the
first line of defense in the
preservation of Christian "
democratic ideals ••• be it
Resolved: That to the
President of the United
Sta.tes, l:i1ranklin D. Roosevelt,
we express our deep cratitude

for the farreach1ng necessary
steps he has taken in the defense of the United States; in
sponsoring the lend-lease bill;
••• we extend a message of admiration and our sincere hope
and confidence in final victory
for Great. Britain, Poland,and
other countries fighting side
by side with Great Britain, based
on God's own law and democratic
principles
and ideals..
. 144-.
.,./
The'Seattle Peace Coordinating Committee, a nonintervention federation of peac,e groups, representing citizens of'
different persuasions, various religious affiliations and of
varied races, vehemently demanded the taking of every precaution yet to safeguaJ:"d America. from becoming "embroiled in
the bloody holocaust o~ Europe. 1I 145

It pledged itself to a

program of strict neutrality in word and action, opposition
"

to the repeal of the Johnson Act and to conscription and to
compulsory military training.
Pressure was put on the Ohio congressmen by theSelecte
Parents' Legion to exert their influence to keep their
out of Europe tt •

tl

sons

Their letter of protest read as f·ollows:
Mothers and fathers of sons
enlisted or selected will
march to defend these United
States. We believe in the
best military training und~r

144
145
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the auspices of Uncle Sam's
own men, as we believe in
maintaining at all times,
not only in time of
political expediency to
keep our United States
secure from.allcombinations of foreign powers •

•

•••

Most powerful in t h e s e - ,
United States is the tamily
group. Vlho betrays first
and destroys secondly this'
Same family group, helps
tear democracy apart and
outrageously ignores the
will of the fathers and
mothers, Who, allover our
land, are most emphatically
opposed to having their
sons blown to bits in foreign
battlefields ••••
Convoys of war supplies into
combat zones by our ships and
men, spell war; we fathers and
mothers of' sons know it and want
none of it.' ••• '146
American Mothers' Organization, headquarters at Point
Pleasant, New York, dispatched a letter written in strong
lanL,"Uage to their congressman, the Hon. Joseph J. 0 'Brien,'
.and in it they expressed their sentiment towa.rds the war
situation.

They emphatically stressed opposition to the

United. States sending armed forces to police or fiGht on
foreign

soi~;

to the order given the navy "to shoot on

sight;" to the United States furnishing arms and supplies

146
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to foreign nations.

In an angry.tone they demanded that

the Congress' take drastic action to preserve the American

I

I
I

form of government and added "even if such action must be
the impeachment of the President."147

.

.

Likewise, the organ-

ization bitterly resented the idea of United States beinG
an "8Jrsenal for any country but our own" and entering upon
the "wholesale murder business.,n14a,.....
The international events which occUrred after February
27, 1941 indicated that immediate world peace was far remote;
The reupon, the Hon •. Louis Ludlavt of Indiana introduced the
House Concurrent Peace Resolution. 149
of

Am~rican

On

April 6, 1941 a gr6.:Ip

mothers framed a Ludlaw Peace Group fOT the pur-

pose of circulating a petition to urge passage of the peace
bill.

Within a few weeks the Signatures of alroos,t 3,000

American citizens in every: part 'of the country had been obtained.

The signers' of these petit:tons claearly declared

themselves in favor of peace and likewise demanded that

t~

Members of Congress who had been elected on a peace platform

147
148
149
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'
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This bill proposed that the Western Hemisphere shall be
made an arsenal of world peace, and t~at the Congress
shall request ,the President to invite 'the American republics to send delegates to a conference to be held in
the city of Washington to offer to the nations at war
the services of the \~estern Hemisphere as a mediator.

-

"devote their time and energle'.1So,the. realization ot a
peaceful world order." 150
An organization lmmm as Women Un.1tedj hea'dquartersin

New York City adopted this resolution:
The time-haS now come when,
under the leadership of our
President, a decisive step
should be made for peace;
therefore ,we sugge~that·
Congress pass the Ludlaw
peace resolutiott••• ; 151
The Women's Patriotic Conference held in Washington made'
a resolution by which they reaffirmed their stan~ on neu~ral
ity and urged the Congress to retain their power to keep thi
country from any policy tpat might draw the United States into war.

They advocated permitting England to purchase need-

ed material in exchange of her islands in the Vie stern ' Hemisphere, which they indicated "are so necessary for the defense
of the United States of America. tt152 .
An

emergency organization of wom.en mown as the lilotlier's

National Executive Committee, was tormed in 1939 for the sole,
purpose of coordinating the activities of mothers' and

150
151
152
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women's groups ·in the United States to oppose .foreign in...
volvement. "." It frequently represented them on Capitol Hill
and expressed for them their anti-foreign-war involvement.
Representative views

of the Women's Club of Kremlin, l1on-

tana. were expressed in··''8.- petition to the Hon. Jeannette Rankin, congresswoman in these words:

ttWe favor giving ma.

~-'>

terial aid to Grea.t Britain ••• but..-crt'e opposed to becoming

"SO

involved that. it will be necessary for our men to fight in
any foreign war. tt153
There were women's organizations that did not endorse
the "peace at any price policy."

One of these was The

National League of Women Voters.

In "a statement to the

Senate Committee on F6reign Relations, its members urged
I

"forthright repeal of the Neutrality Act"in order to ufree
the hands of the Congress and the Executive." 154

It fur-

ther indicated that public opinion recognized the futility
of attempting to "legislate peace" and the danger of tttying
" the hands of government" in advance of circumstances s'o that
it would be unable to exercise its constitutional functions
as circumstances demanded. 155
The Elective OffiCials of Orange County, Indiana re-"

'.
153
154
155
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quested their congressman to do all in his power" both by
vote and influence to "defeat any measure which in his
opinion might have a tendency to involve this nation in the
European war" and to

"~holeheartedly

support all measures

destined to prohibit such involvement."156
Political pressure put on congressmetr;' by the universit
-"

professors, was, for the most part, favorable tQwards meas
of intervention.

vVhen the Lend-Lease Bill was Hending, some

214 professors: of the University of Michigan sent a letter
with their signatures and a short statement to,their United
States Senator in which they vOiced ·their opinion in support
of the bill.

The ,Signatures of these citizens and ttA.l'!l.erican
I

patriots" indicated their attitude, towards war measures and
this served to strengthen the hands of their congressmen in
their "gallant struggle for national.security~"157

The

faculty and staff of Bryn Nlawr College, Swarthmore College,
Haverford College, and the University of J:lennsylvaniaalso
met and sent telegrams to

Cong~ess

vigorously protesting'

against "any attempt to block the will of the majority of
them by filibuster" and urged Uprompt passage U of the LendLease Bill. 158 Another telegram signed l:r~ student chair!:1en

156
157
158

A. 2135.
Ibid., 1404.
Ibid., 1707.

~.,

ee
of twenty-four college chapters and affiliated with the '
•

Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies, was sent
to Senator Warren R. Austin with this messa'ge:
We lmow that democratic safety
throughout the world depends on
the vis~on and energy of our
country. We urge our Congress
to take this step which democratic
safety demands. ~ss H.R. 1776. 159
,

A contrary attitude was sho'\'m by one thousand students
of the University of Chicago who

sign~d

petitions supporting

,President Hutchins in condemning Lend-Lease Bill and demanding extension of democracy at home.

The students at Garrett

Biblical Institute, Evanston, Illinois, also registered
opposition.

The Ameri.oa Youth Congress when it met at Lake,

Geneva (Wis.) too went on record QS "opposing all forms of
,dictatorship, compulsory military training" conscription or
un-American regtmentation of youth in compulsory labor
CalnPs." 160

Further thoughts.on interventional relations were expressed in a provocative editorial from the University of \lns
ington Daily,.the'off'ic1al publication of the vast student
body.

The attitude of the majority of' these students in
\.

159
160

"'~!1t«"
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January 1941, towards

~erican

participation in the European

conflict was 'expressed in these forceful statements:
We love our country dearly. We
will die for it if necessary. But
we want no part in Europe's war,
and we ~ave not .the fpolish notion
that Adolph Hitler will find crossing the Atlantic Ocean one hun.p.red .
times more difficult thdn crossing
.the English, Channel.. . Arllerrcan young
men and women are ~ady to meet any
challenge • ••• Franklin Rooseveli;
ha~ promised the young men of this
Nation that they will not fight in
Europe. We have also heard about
a promise to the boys whd went before,
"They shall not die in vain. II Vie
are cynical enough to believe .in
peace. 161

:
1

J1

1
!

'I

The ire of the noninterventionist group was aroused
when it had been intimated that the United States Fleet
would be used asa convoy for 'merchant ships carrying munitions of war to certain belligerent nations at war in.Europe.
These ships would 'necessarily have to travel in waters in- '
fecred with submarines and sunken mines.

They were in danger

of being destroyed and such an act would inevitably bring the
United States into a European war.

Letters of protests ,were

forwarded to the, President of 'bohe United' States, 'the Secretary
of the State and to members of Congress from the klacondn
(Mont.) Ancient Order of Hibernians in America; from

161
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the Study Group of Farm Women of Park Co. (Mont.); from the
citizens of Missoula

an~

Joplin Montana; and from the two

County Boards of Supervisors of LaCrosse and Waupaca (Wis.).

,--

The National Maritime Union whose membarship comprised
,

52,000 dues-paying American seamen, ,advocated protection for
their
seamen by permitting the arming
of ships. \¥hile at
.
.,.;"
the New York Membership Meeting, they unanimously adopted in
their thirty-three branch offices and at the headquarters th
following resolution:
Resolved, That the National Maritime
Union urge the immediate adoption of
Senator McKellar's resolution calling for the repeal of the Neutrality
Act, and that the National Maritime
Union~support and advocate the declared
intention of the ':President to armand
protect American ships and A!nerican
seamen carrying vitally nel"ded supplies
to the heroic peoples of Great Britain,
the Soviet Union, and China. 162
,
A similar resolution for the full support of President
Roosevelt's program of all-aut-aid to all nations fighting
against Hitler and his Axis partners Was adopbed by the
. OigaI' MakeI's International Union of America No. 42 and forwarded to Capitol Hill.
In Hartford (Conn.) a trade Union Di:vision of the Committee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies was fonned.

162

~.,

8664.

It received

acti~e

support from the A.F.L.

~nd

the C.I.O.

Its outstanding leaders urged the trade-union movement in
the United States to do everything in its power to mobilize
the forces of labor

i~,~ull

support of the foreign policy

of the Roosevelt Administration of giving all-out-aid to all
the Allies fighting Hitler.

They also tried to impress upon
-'

labor the realization that the,future of the free trade-unio
movement could only be assured by a full military defeat of
'Nazi Germany.

Labor adopted a. statiment of prinCiples which

briefly were these:

that Hitler threatened the security and

independence of the United States; a HitlElr Victory meant the
end of the free

trade-union-movem~nt;

the United States woul

be left alone and isolated which/would then nesessitate the
maintenance of a tremendous army and air force;,American
standard of living would be lowered and a future attack by
Hitler on this country ..
The July 5, 1941 issue of America indicated ,that practically all the Protestant denominations were
in the direction of peace."

The attitude of the Lutherans

'was illustrated at the National Welfare
held in Baltimore.

1tpreponderant~

More than three

Conferen~e

hundr~d

of America

Lutheran chari-

table agencies were represented from all Parts of the country
The sentiment of the Conference was strongly against intervention.

The delegates were urged to write 'to the President

and their Congressman and plead w.i th the officials

n~

to

"pursue any- course of action which would lead towar."163
The United Lutheran Synod which covers New York, New
England and northern New Jersey met in Buffalo; at the convention a resolution

was approved

urging the Christian people

to useek out every possible opportunity for practicing the
way of peace and love in a world

'* war' and hate. 1t164

Sim.,.

ilarly, the Lutheran Augustana Synod convened in 111nneapolis,
111:tnnesota and the delegates unanimously adopted a resolution
calling on the Christians to "herOically champion" the-cause
of peace and not ot "falter in its traditional opposition to
war. 165
At the annual convention in Wichita, Kansas,

'~he

Baptis

and the Disciples of Christ, raised their voices in protest
of war.

These delegates were urged to petition the Pres1aent

to use "every influence at his oom.rnand to mediate a just and
lasting peace among the warring nations. tr166

Like\Vi~e,

at

the State convention in Bedford, Indiana the Disciples of
Christ adopted a resolution by which they condemned the
President's declaration of an unlimited national emergency,
without first going and giving a trial to the alternative of
a just peace through mediation.

'.

163 . Arn&rica, July 5, 1941.
164 Ibid.
165 Ii31d.
166 Ibid.
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In st. Louis, Missouri, at the l53rd General Assembly
I

I
Ij

.)

of the Pres'byterians' Church,,·the members resolved to remain "free from military participation in the European conflict."167

i

At both of the conventions held by the Methodists in

--'

Columbus, Ohio and in Kalamazoo, j:11chigan, the delegates
adopted resolutions protesting against Amer·ica' s march'
toward war.

The assembly at Ohio char&cterized the

Presidentts unlimited emergency address as "needlessly._provocative."
Pleas for pea:ce were not confined to the official coriventions of the Protestant denominations.

According to the

report of the Secretary of the Fellowship of Reconciliation,
there were one thousand Protestamt ministers from different
parts throughout the country ,-who had signed an anti-war
petition recording their ttunalterable opposition tt to the
"present threatened.belligerency of the United States," and
pledged themselves not to use their ministry to "bless, sanc
tion, or support war. tt168
In Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, a
central Pennsylvania Peace Fellowship was ·organized.

This

organization represented ten denominations and included

167 . Ibid.
168 Ibid.

,

j
j

thirty-five ministers and Y.M.C.A.'secretaries. There was
.
a rally held in Detroit, Uichigan by the Ministers' No-War,

Committee which emphasized the beliet that America's genuine
role in the war was that of "mediator and peace-maker. tr
The Protestant Episcopal Church was one of the few
Churches that went down on record . as hav11lg advocated im-

---

mediate entrance of the United States into the war.

YJhen'it

held its annual convention in Ohio, most of the delegates
voted intervention.

The Bishop of Cincinnati, Hobson, con-

demned isolationism as morally wrong.

He stated that he

was aware that giving full aid to Britain meant war, nevertheless, he declared_it was the op.ly'true course. 169
The CatholiC Church was neither an interventionist nor
a noninterventionist.

Individual members and groups of in-

,..

dividuals expressed

dive~se

opiniom.

\Vhen America seemed

to be on the verge of war, the Hon. Louis Ludlaw of Indiana
introduced in the House of Representat1ves June 2, 1941, a
.,

resolution proposing that Congress request the President of
the United States to arrange to offer the service of the
twenty-one republics of the Western Hemisphere as mediator
to end the war.

169

170

His l1'minenceCardinal V(1111am H. 0' Conne 11

Bishop Henry Wise Hobson was chairman of the l"i.:;ht for
Freedom. This committee ran spectacular newspaper advertisements headlined, IIWhat Are \le Waiting l"orr;r.
President?"
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of Boston, supported the

resolu~ion

and telegraphed the

following message to the congressman:
There is no doubt in my mind
that the American people desire
a cessation of this stupid and
brutal.. jVar, and I may add, that
no one can doubt their desire to
keep out of the conflict. 170
He was also quoted by the Boston Traveler-as saling he had

,.,

a feeling "secret maneuvers behind the

scene~

of government

are bringing us nearer and nearer to warn and "I lmow the
people want to stay out, but the Governme'nt seepls to ignore
their wishes while still talking democracy."171

The

Car-

dinal viewed the puzzling situation as a betrayal of
American dembcracy.
The New York Herald Tribune issued in its columns an
_

_

t

article entitled' ttCrisis of Christianity" in \v~ich the
Catholic bishops of United States reviewed the world
situation and pledged Catholic aid to defense.
th~ir

The text of

pronouncement explicitly condemned naziism and com'"

munism in this general statement.
"We, the members of· the adrlinistrative board of the National
Catholic Welfare Conference deputed to the annual meeting of

170 Congressional Record, 77th Congress, 1st sess., A. 2599
171 "Ibid.• , A. 1530.

the bishops of the United States
to express their minds on the
crisis of Christianity, declare
as shepherds of souls that our
concern is the supreme .interest
of religion. Our thoughts,
therefo~e, turn to the two
greatest evils of today which
would destroy all spiritual
values. We find two subversive
forces both in control of powerful governments, bWtrl bent on
. world domination. They are
nazi-ism and communism •••• 172
rfheir prouncement, composed as it were, of lengthy
generalities, was viewed by the Washington Post aB having
great significance,

n~ely

that the destiny of the church

.,

was

invo~~edin

the same crisis which confronted the politi-

cV.l order, and also tnat the bishops considered the threat
offered to Christianity to be greater than the threats offer
o

ed by the Great Schism, the MongJil invasion and the wars
of religion or the French Revolution.

172

~.,
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CHAPTER IV
ANALYSIS OF' AMERICAN ATTITUDE
TOWARDS WORLD WAR II DURING THE
PERIOD FROM SEPTEMBER 1939 TO
DECEr,lBER 1941
The writer's investigation of American attitude

,.,

towa~ds

.-"",-' ,

World War II, during the period from September 1939 to
December 1941, as reflected by the press, the numerous political pressure groups indicates that there was a distinct
lack of a war mind in the United States.

Likewise,

t~e

revelationa disclosed in the three documents, totaling 130,
000 words, which were released by President Truman, as also
the independent

act~ons

of

Roosev;~lt

as the Comnander-in-

Chief of the Arm:;r and Navy, suggest that the most responsibl
person for the Pearl Harbor oa.tastrophe is President

Roo~e-

ve~t.

In 1939 there was
Germany, a wide

s~pread

ve~y

general condemnation.of Nazi;

sympathy with Great Britain, but by

no means a militant attitude, neither was, the United States '
favorably disposed to make great sacrifices in the cause of
the All.1es.

Before September, 1939, public opinion was

found to be indifferent and a large

perc~ntage

ulation indisposed to commit themselves.

At the outbreak of

of the war, American' opinion highly favored the
The peoples' assumption Was the assurance of a
95

of the pop- .

de~nocra.cies.
victo~J

for

9&

them.

This. opinion was dominant until the end of the year.
The tragio events 'of the spring of 1940, changed the

complacent attitude of the 'American people.
launched their attack

Gn

After they

'Norway, Belgium, Holland, and Franc

the Germans emerged the oonquerors of Western Europe.
Britain stood in great peril

and~s

Gre~t

destruction implied a

drastio change in the whole international scheme.
A year previous to the declaration of war with Europe,
President Roosevelt prepared for a change in American f..oreig
policy, that is, fora depaa"ture from the tenets of the
Neutrality Act of 1937, and for a more vigorous role in the
Orient.

On Septembe:r 21, 1939, in his message to Congress.,

he demanded modif'ication of the.legislation of 1937.
the President was

encour~ged

Possib

by the result ,obtained from a

poll of the Institute. of Public Opinion which showed that 56
per cent of the people that polled favored modification of
the Act.
in
the

His recommendations b,rought about a bitter fight

Congre~s.
~resident,

The Democr.a:ts, with few exceptions, supported
and the Republicans, for the most part, were

aligned in opposition.
A long tradition had suggested the maintenance of
Ame~ican

neutrality.

It was legal and a philosophical idea

that had·been deeply rooted in the thoughts of the people of
the nineteenth and early part of the twentieth century.

'In

9'7

January, 1941, the President's lend-lease proposal repre.sen'15
ed an entirely different idea of neutrality.

The lend-lease

idea was, however, accepted by the legislative body of the
United States; the vote-in the Senate for the measure was 60

!

to 30; in the House of Representatives the vote for its

i

passage was 317 to 171.

Ii

This

---

re~sented

a partisan vote

since there were only 10 Republicans in the Senate and 35
Republicans in the House of Representatives that voted for
it.

Perhaps not all those who supported the measure

w~re

fully aware of its possible consquences.·
Cargoes which were assigned or consigned to the democracies abroad, after-the lend-lease enactment, had to be
protected from being sunk by German submarines.
istration took action

b~.r

The admin-

:orde:ring the American naval and air

forces to patrol the Atlantic.

Americwl airplanes had sig-

nified to British vessels the location of Nazi submarines.
The next action taken was the occupation of American troops
in Greenland and Iceland.
i

j

These steps were taken by the

President acting on his own authority as Commander-in-Chie!

t

of the Army and Navy.

Then in the early fall of 1941, a·

German U-boat fired a futile torpedo in the direction of an
an American warship carrying the mails to Iceland.

The

President began a kinO. of informal warfare against Germany
when he ordered the American vessels to f.ire when they Calr:e

98
into contact with German

subma~1nes.

After this incident, Roosevelt recommended to Congress
more new changes in the neutrality legislation or 1937; he
asked ror authority to arm the merchant vessels of the
.or"- -

United States.

Congress was not united in support of the

Executi ve, nevertheless, the bill passed the-,House or

,..,

Representatives on October 17, by a vote of 259 to 138.
Senate not only passed the bill, but also attached a

The

pro~

vision permitting American ships to enter the waters prohibited under early legislation.
During the period 1939-1941 tension was high with Japan.
United States resented the Japanese policy in China.

It

gave China assistance and denounced the commercial treaty of
1911, thus putting economic pressure against the Japanese.
The crisis came when on September 27, 1940, the
ed with the Axis powers.

J~panese

link-

To counter-act this alliance, the

American government made a new loan to China and on the
twenty-sixth of July, 1941, by executive order, froze'all
Japanese assets in the United States; this virtually suspended all trade between Japan and this country.

With the

attack of December 7, neutrality was abandoned entirely.

The

"
events of 1939 to 1941 demonstr,ate that a great
nation such
as America, cannot isolate itself physically, morally or intellectually from the rest of the world, and'that in the
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future, it cannot assume an attitude of cool
the midst of world catastrophe.
(
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